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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 LAB ON A CHIP SYSTEMS (LOC)
The miniaturisation of chemical processes has gained much attention in recent
years as the intrinsically better control over reaction conditions leads to improved
safety, increased reaction and analysis speed and cost reductions.1-52,3,4,5
,

The ambitious aim of the current research in microreactor technology is to shrink
chemical laboratories to so-called lab-on-a-chip (LOC) systems, where all processes
such as execution of the reaction, reaction work-up and product analysis are
integrated into one device. One of the first examples of a working LOC was
reported by Belder et al. in 2006.6 They successfully integrated an enzymecatalysed reaction with a purification and separation module and analysed the
results with fluorescence detection in one device.
Many have followed this path since then. Publications show a lot of activity on the
development of the components of the chip and not so much on the fully
10

integrated LOC device. Examples involve development of injection1, separation1 and
sensing parts of the lab-on-a-chip device, such as optical sensing systems,7
electrochemical biosensors8 and surface acoustic wave biosensors.9 These devices
are developed for a variety of applications including chemical reactions performed
with continuous flow reactors,10 enzymatic reactions,11,12 immunoassays,13 cell analysis,14,15 DNA amplification,16 DNA sequencing and separation.17
The development of modular microsystems is particularly relevant for multicomponent or multi-step reactions. The prevention of batch-wise work-up
procedures in between the different steps would greatly accelerate the entire
process and improve the overall efficiency, which is an attractive feature for
especially the fine chemical industry where multistep processes are common
practice.
The benefits a modular microreactor has to offer are also applicable to bio-catalytic
transformations. In nature, most synthetic processes are cascade reactions
catalysed by enzymes. One can think of metabolic pathways, such as glycolysis, the
citric acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation. The positioning of the different biocatalytic active sites in proximity to each other is an important parameter for the
realisation of a high level of control over the reaction pathway. When an effective in
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vitro translation of these multistep reactions is pursued, positional assembly has to
be taken into account. Modular microreactors, in which different modules contain
different bio-catalysts could hence be very useful in fulfilling this criterion.
In this chapter, first the use of enzymes in microreactors is briefly discussed. In the
subsequent sections different techniques are described that are used to assemble
and immobilise enzymes. Since immobilisation of enzymes in microreactors
involves in most cases the attachment of the bio-catalysts to the microreactor
surface, special attention is given to surface modification and patterning
techniques. In the final part of this chapter the aims and outline of this thesis are
described.

1.2 ENZYME-BASED MICROFLUIDIC DEVICES
Enzymes are attractive catalysts as they can catalyse chemical reactions with high
regio-, stereo- and chemoselectivity. They can perform reactions without protection
or activation of functional groups, permitting shorter synthetic routes and
generating less waste compared to traditional synthetic methods, which is perfectly
in line with the ideals of microreactor technology. It is therefore quite logical that
many scientists have investigated the possibilities of executing bio-catalytic
reactions in microreactors, using both free and immobilised enzymes.18-21

19,20,21

Examples of enzymatic reactions in microchannels can be found for 1)
homogeneous bio-catalytic reactions, using free enzymes for reactions such as
oxidations, esterfications and synthesis of small molecules.18,22-26 2) Heterogeneous
23,24,25,26.

systems, using immobilised enzymes for similar reactions. Examples can be found
using single immobilised enzymes27-37

or clustered enzymes such as cross-linked

,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37

38

enzyme aggregates (CLEAs)
three enzymes.

and multi-step enzymatic combinations of two39 or

40,41

Especially for homogeneous systems long-term stability and recovery of the
enzymes is quite often difficult, which hampers the re-usability of the enzyme.
Immobilisation is one of the main solutions for easy recovery of the enzyme. A
possible additional advantage is that immobilisation can improve the folding
integrity, which enhances the operational performance of the enzymes.42-45

43,44,45
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1.3 ENZYME IMMOBILISATION
The strategies to immobilise enzymes can be roughly divided into three
categories. The first category involves clustering the enzymes by cross-linking. This
so-called cross-linked enzyme aggregate (CLEA, Figure 1-1) technique is simple
and does not require enzymes of high purity.46,47 This method allows formation of
micrometer-sized particles by precipitating the enzymes followed by cross-linking.
The advantage of the resulting particles is that removal from the reaction mixture is
relatively easy. Furthermore, cross-linking these enzymes can enhance the folding
integrity, which enables the protein to remain active in less favourable solvents (e.g.
organic solvents). Preferably however, this method should not be used in
combination with a microreactor as solid particles can clog the microfluidic system.
Additionally, frits have to be built in to retain the particles at the desired location,
which is mechanically more challenging than producing simple microchannels. The
second method comprises encapsulation of enzymes. This allows easy recovery and
reuse of the enzymes. Moreover, it permits compartmentalisation, which is
interesting for example when performing multi-enzymatic or chemo-enzymatic
12

cascade processes. Encapsulation is predominantly achieved via sol-gel methods
where siloxane compounds are polymerised, yielding porous networks retaining
enzymes in the void volumes.48-5049,50

Figure 1-1 Preparation of a CLEA. The free enzyme is precipitated to form an aggregate.
Cross-linker is added to form the cross-linked enzyme aggregate (CLEA) (Reprinted with
permission).46

An important issue is the controllability of the pore sizes, whereas too large pores
can cause leakage of the enzyme and too small pores can restrict the diffusion of
the substrate to the enzyme. Another common concern with these systems is that
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the sol-gel matrix can have negative interfacial interaction with the protein, causing
deactivation.51 This effect can be reduced by changing the hydrophobicity of the
sol-gel and using additives such as salts, metal binding moieties and surfactants.52
Furthermore, a microchannel completely filled with sol-gel is not well compatible
with

pressure-driven

systems,

and
53

electrophoretically driven systems.

use

thereof

is

therefore

limited

to

To circumvent this compatibility problem

enzymes can be immobilised onto a thin layer of sol-gel on the channel wall.54 In
order to prevent the negative side effects of sol-gel immobilisation, direct linkage
of proteins to solid supports is therefore sometimes preferred. This third method
comprise three common approaches for enzyme immobilisation. (Figure 1-2).
Physical adsorption is the easiest method for non-covalent immobilisation, since no
modifications of the enzyme have to be carried out. Attachment occurs through
intermolecular forces like hydrophobic or polar interactions. However, this
immobilisation technique is based on weak binding interactions to the surface and
results in random orientation.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 1-2 a) Enzymes adsorbed in random orientation on a surface. b) Enzymes
immobilised onto a surface via spacer molecules, which are connected to multiple available
amino acid residues. c) Enzymes immobilised onto a surface in an oriented fashion via
spacer molecules positioned on specific sites of the enzyme.

The interactions between support and protein can furthermore result in protein
denaturation. In order to establish a stronger connection between support and
protein, covalent linking has been extensively studied with a wide variety of
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chemical techniques.55 Many of these techniques are derived from covalent linking
techniques developed for (bio-)conjugation in free solution.56 In its most
straightforward form, naturally available functional groups on the outer layer of
proteins are used, such as primary amines of lysine residues, the carboxylic acid
groups of aspartic acid and glutamic acid, the thiol moieties of the cysteine sidechain and the N- and C-termini (Figure 1-3, Figure 1-4 and Figure 1-5).
Alkylation and acylation are the most common methods to form a covalent bond
between the lysine residues of the protein and the solid support. Functionalities
such as aldehydes via Schiff-base formation, carboxylic acids activated with Nhydroxysuccinimide (NHS), and epoxides can be used for this purpose (Figure 1-3).

O
H2 N

a)

NaBH3CN

N

H

N
H

O
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b)

Cl

O

O

N
O

O

O

H2N
N
O

OH

N
H

O

H2 N

c)

N
H

O
OH

Figure 1-3 Attachment of an enzyme via its amino moieties with an a) aldehyde, b) acid and
c) epoxide modified surface.

O
COOH
NH2
EDC, HOBt

N
H

Figure 1-4 Attachment of enzymes via carbodiimide (EDC) activated carboxylic groups with
hydroxyl-benzotriazole as additive to improve yield and suppress racemisation.
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Figure 1-5 Attachment of enzymes via thiol moieties, on a) terminal alkene, b) maleimidefunctionalised, c) vinyl sulfone-functionalised, and d) disulphide-functionalised surfaces.

As immobilisation via multiple functional groups present at the outer layer of the
protein can result in random orientation of the enzyme onto the surface, the active
site of the protein can be blocked or the protein can be denatured.57 Therefore, it is
preferable and beneficial when the enzyme can be immobilised in a more siteselective and oriented fashion. This can be achieved by derivatisation of the protein
via site-directed mutagenesis, which introduces functional amino acids at specific
positions within or at the N- or C-terminus of the protein.58 Another option is to
replace proteinogenic amino acids by genetic engineering techniques with artificial
amino acids bearing orthogonal functionality.59-61 Alkyne and azide functionalities
,60,61

are popular as these moieties react very selectively with their counterparts, such as
in the Staudinger ligation62,63 (e.g. azide with phosphine-containing (thio)ester)
(Figure 1-6) and the copper-catalysed azide-alkyne cyclo-addition (CuAAC)64,65
(Figure 1-7).
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Figure 1-6 Coupling of an enzyme via the Staudinger ligation.
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N
N3

N

N

N
N3

N
N

Figure 1-7 Coupling of an enzyme via the 1,3-dipolar cyclo-addition.

The third approach comprises directed non-covalent enzyme immobilisation via
(bio-)affinity attachment. In general, the protein is tagged at specific places with
molecules such as biotin, streptavidin, DNA or histidines, which have specific
interactions with their complementary partners (e.g. biotin-streptavidin, DNA-DNA,
hexahistidine-nickel nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)). Site-specific tagging allows
immobilisation with known orientation and, in combination with affinity type
binding, the immobilisation process is in principle reversible.
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a)
N
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OH
OH
O
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O
O
O
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O
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H
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O
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O

N
Ni
N

N

N

O

O

c)

b)

Figure 1-8 a) His-Tag bound to NTA on surface, b) DNA-DNA interaction, c) biotin bound to
streptavidin on a surface.

1.4 SURFACE MODIFICATION
Before an enzyme can be immobilised in the microfluidic device, adequate
preparation of the surface is necessary for efficient direct linkage by one of the
previously described methods. Surfaces like glass, silicon, polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) or gold are commonly used as a substrate for microfluidic devices. As each
surface has its unique properties, the type of functionalisation has to be adjusted
to the substrate used.
Gold surfaces are generally modified with thiol-functionalised molecules since
sulphur has strong affinity to gold.66-68 The formed bonds are considered semi,67,68

covalent bonds as the alkanethiols can thermally desorb from the surface and can
exchange with free thiols. The nature of the gold-sulphur bond allows formation of
well-ordered and nearly defect-free monolayers in a simple and reproducible
manner, also called self-assembled monolayers (SAMs).69 At the same time these
characteristics, as mentioned above, also indicate the shortcomings of this
modification method, showing moderate thermal and chemical stability.
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In contrast, modification of oxide-free silicon with 1-alkynes or 1-alkenes, results in
Si-C=C and Si-C-C bonds, which are stronger than the Au-S bonds and which form
layers approaching the theoretical close-packed configuration.70 The disadvantage
of silicon is, however, that it is not optically transparent, thus limiting its
applications for real-time optical detection.
PDMS is cheap and easy to fabricate, furthermore, it is oxygen-permeable and
optically transparent, making it a favourable material for microfluidic devices.
However, PDMS has strong hydrophobic properties, which hampers compatibility
with aqueous solutions. To improve hydrophilicity of the microchannel, PDMS can
be modified via 1) gas-phase processing methods such as plasma oxidation,
ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, chemical vapour deposition (CVD) and sputter coating
of metal compounds; 2) wet-chemical methods, such as layer-by-layer (LBL)
deposition, sol-gel coatings and silanisation; and 3) combinations thereof. These
methods are explained in more detail in the review of Zhou et al.71
Glass, like PDMS, is a silicon oxide-based material, which has excellent optical
properties and low fluorescence absorbance,72 which are adjustable by its
18

composition and fabrication methods.73 A number of functionalisation methods
have been developed to modify glass surfaces. Although the methods have been
refined over the years, many of them are still based on the one patented in the
early 1950s.74 These describe the displacement of hydroxyl groups of the silica
surface with primary alcohols, thereby modifying the silica surface, which is most
commonly referred to as an esterification (Scheme 1-1).

OH OH

R-OH

SiO2

OR OR

+

H2O

SiO2

Scheme 1-1 Modification of a hydroxyl-terminated SiO2 surface with an alcohol.

Although this coupling method is thermodynamically stable, the resulting
monolayers are easily hydrolysed in presence of water. Another type of bonding
can be obtained via the formation of a silicon – oxygen – silicon carbon linkage,
also known as organo-silanisation. This type of bonding configuration is both
thermodynamically and hydrolytically more stable and therefore predominantly
preferred nowadays (Scheme 1-2).75,76
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OH OH

R'

R'

X Si R
R

R Si R
OR

SiO2

OH

+

HX

SiO2

Scheme 1-2 Modification of an SiO2 surface with an organosiloxane or organosilane.

This method invokes a reaction between the Si-OH groups of the surface and an
organosilane consisting of an organic group R providing the desired properties to
the modified surface, a reactive group X such as chloride, methoxy or ethoxy and
small organic groups R’ such as methyl. Also multiple reactive groups X (replacing
the R’) can be used which increase the stability of the bonding.
A new complementary method to functionalise silicon-oxide surfaces has recently
emerged using a photolithographic technique which couples a functional group
directly to the surface (Scheme 1-3). This technique allows formation of a wellpacked but disordered monolayer with alkene moieties by irradiation with UV-light
on silicon-oxide surfaces, which are highly thermally stable and allow a wide range
of surface functionalisation.77

Scheme 1-3 Surface modification of a fused silica surface with 1-alkene by means of UVirradiation (Reprinted with permission from Jurjen ter Maat, Remco Regeling, Menglong
Yang, Marja N. Mullings, Stacey F. Bent and Han Zuilhof. Copyright 2009 American Chemical
Society.).
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1.5 PATTERNING
The most obvious way to carry out multi-step reactions with enzymes in a
microfluidic device is to immobilise them into separate zones. This should be done
in such a way that the reagents are flowing from one zone to the other and are
converted into a substrate, which can be used by the enzyme in the following zone.
However, tailor-made mechanical fabrication of such a microfluidic device is still
quite expensive. This is a major drawback as most likely the design is not applicable
for every reaction. Patterning of enzymes within defined zones would therefore be
a more flexible option.
Generally, patterning of bio-molecules such as proteins, antibodies or DNA on
surfaces can be carried out via contact printing and non-contact printing
techniques, using methods such as soft lithographic methods and photolithography. Micro contact printing (μCP) such as contact pin printing and microstamping techniques have many advantages, including reproducibility of printed
spots and easy maintenance, as well as drawbacks, including low-throughput
20

fabrication of arrays. Non-contact printing techniques are newer and more varied,
comprising photochemistry-based methods such as laser writing, electrospray
deposition, electron beam lithography and scanning probe techniques, laser beam
lithography and inkjet technologies.78-86,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86
Glass is the preferred substrate for microreactor technology involving biological
moieties, such as enzymes. It is relatively inert to a wide variety of chemicals and
not prone to changes in its physical properties within a broad temperature range.
Especially, fused silica has excellent optical transparency properties, which makes it
compatible with detection methods such as UV and fluorescence spectroscopy (n.b.
quartz or fused silica is needed to be compatible with UV-light). Therefore, it can
be used for the on-line analysis of the microreactor process. However, current
techniques to modify and pattern silica-based surfaces are limited to silane
chemistry and direct patterning with silanes is restricted to soft lithographic
techniques such as μCP. This μCP requires direct contact with the surface, hence it is
not compatible with pre-assembled, closed microfluidic channels. Silane chemistry
has

been

reported

to

be

compatible

with
87-8988,89

photolithography to activate the surface locally.

indirect

patterning

using
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Figure 1-9 Schematic picture of microcontact printing (μCP).

These examples describe the use of silane chemistry to modify the entire surface
with a layer of molecules with protected functionality. Subsequently, photolithography is used to activate the surface partially by removing photo-cleavable
groups. This degenerative approach has its drawbacks since it can lead to an
activation of a larger part of the layer than necessary. A direct coupling approach is
for that reason more suitable.

1.6 AIMS AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS
The goal of this research was to develop a general platform to immobilise proteins
within a microfluidic device, which could be used for different applications in a labon-a-chip device. In a first application, proteins served the function of chiral
selector envisioning the separation of enantiomeric mixtures. The second
application entails multistep enzymatic reactions via patterning and positioning of
the enzymes.
Chapter 2 describes an approach to obtain a protein-based column, which could be
used for chiral separation. Monoliths were created as a solid support inside the
microchannels to which the proteins were bound. Fluorescently labelled proteins
were used to visualise the immobilisation efficiency. Furthermore, the potency of
chiral separation was monitored with UV-absorption.
In chapter 3 the fluorescent label of the complementary DNA strand used in
chapter 2 was replaced by an enzyme, Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB, also known
as Pseudozyma antarctica lipase B, PalB). The enzyme activity of the immobilised
enzyme was studied, as well as the efficiency of the repeated cycles of stripping
and reloading of a new batch of enzymes.
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After establishing the construction of a microreactor in which one enzyme was
immobilised, a cascade reaction was investigated involving three enzymes, CalB,
Glucose Oxidase (GOx) and horseradish peroxidase (HRP). Two enzymes were
immobilised on specified patches in two different microreactor modules, whereas
the third enzyme was added to the substrate flow. Variations in overall reaction
time and length between the immobilised enzyme patches were the main features
studied.
In chapter 4 a novel surface modification technique for silicon oxide-based surfaces
was investigated using a light-induced method. Fluorescent tags were used to
study the covalent attachment of functional linkers to the surface. Furthermore,
patterning of both flat and curved surfaces was also explored. As an affinity tag, a
single-stranded DNA was immobilised on the well-defined patterned functional
surface. Loading and stripping of the DNA-functionalised microchannels was
investigated with fluorescent probes connected to the complementary DNA
strands.

22
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Chemical Society.) and a schematic representation of a BSA modified stationary phase
separating a racemic mixture or tryptophan.)

Chapter 2
PROTEIN-BASED CHIRAL STATIONARY PHASES IN A MICROCHANNEL:
FUNCTIONALISED MONOLITHS
Proteins contain large numbers of chiral centres and are known to interact strongly
with small chiral analytes through hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions and
hydrogen bonding. Due to the different binding affinity for the enantiomers,
proteins can be used as a tool to separate enantiomers. By immobilising the
proteins onto a stationary phase the amount of chiral selector used per analysis can
be greatly reduced. In this chapter, the goal was to develop a pressure-driven chiral
analysis tool which can be integrated into a microfluidic device. For this purpose
bovine serum albumin (BSA) was used as a chiral selector, which was immobilised
onto a monolithic stationary phase. We investigated the formation of a hydrophilic
polymeric monolith in a microchannel and tested the viability of using imine
formation and reductive amination to immobilise proteins by post-derivatisation.
Confocal microscopy techniques were used to show the covalent attachment of
fluorescently-labelled proteins onto the monolith. The protein-grafted monoliths
were then tested for their capacity to separate enantiomers by injecting small UVdetectable chiral molecules onto the column. As chiral separations with the protein
chiral stationary phase were troublesome, a chiral stationary phase containing Lphenylalanine derivatives was also tested. However, chiral separation remained
problematic.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
2.1.1 Why miniaturisation?
Microreactor technology is increasingly gaining popularity as it allows better
handling of the reaction conditions and small scale rapid screening without
squandering expensive reagents due to its small dimensions.1 The high surface-tovolume ratio improves the heat and mass transfer rates, facilitating tight control
over reaction conditions. The reaction conditions can be manipulated and
controlled such that it permits performance of highly exothermic reactions, which
can be extremely hazardous on a larger scale (e.g. fluorinations of aromatics),2
thereby improving safety matters tremendously. Even when things do go wrong,
the small internal volume of a microreactor causes only small amounts of spillage
or heat dissipation, which are easily contained.
Furthermore, although microreactors are basically designed for small scale
production, increasing production volume is possible by parallelisation of multiple
reactors or by increasing the internal reactor volume. Since microreactor
28

technology is intrinsically a continuous flow process, space-time yields can be
much higher when compared to traditional batch processes. The development of
microreactor

technology

is

particularly

relevant

for

fine

chemical

and

pharmaceutical industries, as the production of their products often relies on (semi-)
batch wise methods. It is estimated that at least 50% of these reactions could
benefit by implementation in a continuous flow process based mainly on
microreactor technology.3

2.1.2 Analytical and preparative separation techniques
However, synthesis is not the only aspect of a production process in which
microreactor technology could be beneficial. As many of the production routes in
fine chemical and pharmaceutical industry involve enantiomeric compounds as
intermediates or as end products, analysis of these compounds is also a matter of
attention. Because current regulations dictate detailed description of the
composition of the products, it is crucial to quantify the ratio of the enantiomers
and to determine the selectivity of the production process. Separation of the chiral
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compounds is therefore necessary on an analytical scale and mandatory on a
preparative scale when one of the isomers is unwanted.
Many chiral separation methodologies have been developed over the years. The
oldest method, crystallisation, was discovered by Louis Pasteur. He was the first to
notice that the sodium ammonium salt of tartaric acid, a by-product of wine
making, formed asymmetric crystals. After careful observation with a microscope
he noticed that the crystals could be divided into left-handed and right-handed
crystals.4 Since then, crystallisation has been used to obtain enantiomerically pure
compounds. Very recently, a new crystallisation method was developed which
shows possibilities to obtain enantio-pure crystals via grinding and dissolution of
racemic components under saturated conditions.5,6
However, crystallisation is not always possible and in combination with
microreactors even highly undesirable, as solids clog the microfluidic device.
Therefore, more generic chromatographic methods such as gas chromatography
(GC),7 high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),8 supercritical fluid
chromatography (SFC)9,10 or thin layer chromatography (TLC)11 have to be applied.
As of late, capillary electrophoresis (CE) and capillary electrochromatography (CEC)
can be added to that list as well.12

2.1.3 Miniaturisation of chromatographic techniques
Currently, the analyses of the executed reactions in a microreactor are mainly
performed off-line with conventional analytical equipment. This requires that
samples have to be transferred from the microreactor to the preferred analytical
apparatus. In the case of chromatography, this generally means that relatively large
amounts of eluents are used which more or less countermand the intentions of
solvent reduction by miniaturising the reaction itself. Analytical tools requiring
comparable solvent amounts like capillary liquid chromatography columns are
therefore more desirable.13,14 In principle, this allows integration of the separation
procedure onto a microfluidic device, which brings us closer to the “laboratory-ona-chip”, also known as the “micro-total-analysis-system (μTAS) concept, introduced
by Manz.15 One of the earliest examples of a completely integrated microchip from
reaction to analysis was reported by Reetz et al. in 2006.16
Chromatography on a large scale uses almost exclusively particle-based stationary
phases, which are packed homogeneously under high pressure in stainless steel
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columns. This packing technique is, however, not one-to-one applicable for
capillary columns. The difficulty lies in the preparation of the frits to secure the
particles inside the capillary and the packing of the capillary column. Smaller
particles are needed, which require the use of much higher pressures compared to
columns filled with larger sized particles. Both issues require rather sophisticated
methods and skills, which limits the usability of particle-based capillary
chromatography columns. As a response a new technique was introduced by
Hjertén et al.17 His group showed the first example of a gel, or continuous bed, by

in situ polymerisation of monomers inside a capillary. These plugs could initially be
used for electrophoretic applications, and later on, when a more porous network
was developed, for pressure-driven systems.18 It was shown to be possible to
separate for example proteins with these chromatographic devices. Shortly after,
they were followed by the groups of Svec and Fréchet, who created the first porous
acrylate-based continuous beds, which could be post-functionalised to form an
ion-exchange column.19 Over the years, many types and variations of monolithic
columns have been developed,20 which can be roughly divided by the type of
30

material used to form the monoliths, namely monoliths based on silica or based on
organic compounds. Both have been discussed elaborately in reviews by Núñez21
(silica-based monoliths) and by Smith22 (organic-based monoliths).

2.1.4 Monolithic columns
A monolith used for chromatographic purposes is an interconnected porous
structure created by polymerisation of a mixture containing an initiator, monomers,
cross-linkers and in general two types of porogenic solvents.23 The monomers
serve as building blocks for the monolith and they can be used to introduce
functionality. Cross-linkers are needed to form a network structure, whereas the
ratio between monomers and porogenic solvent, and the solubility of the polymer
in the solvent is used to affect the porosity, rate of polymerisation and general
structure of the monolith.
To achieve efficient separation a homogeneous structure of the stationary phase
with high surface area is necessary. However, creating a monolith with high surface
area often results in systems with high backpressure. Workable continuously
porous structures are therefore achieved by a balance between high surface area
and porosity, which can be obtained by varying the ratios between monomers,
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cross-linkers and porogenic solvents. Although the necessary composition of the
polymerisation mixture to yield certain porosities and pore size distribution is still
quite empirically determined, knowledge of the effects caused by each ingredient
can help to predict the resulting characteristics of the monolith.
In general, it can be said that there are three factors, which influence the process of
monolith formation. The first is the initiation of the polymerisation. The faster the
decomposition of the initiator, the larger the number of polymer chains will be,
which is often accompanied with smaller void volumes. The second is the solubility
of the polymer. “Good” polymer solvents slow down phase separation and ensure
the supply of monomers, and can thus be used to form micropores (high surface
area), whereas “poor” polymer solvents usually serve to form macropores (high
porosity).24
Finally, also the ratio of monomer and cross-linking agents is important. The
combination of the last two factors increase the number of nucleation points and
induces smaller globular structures. However, the different effects are quite subtle
and can be easily affected by any changes in the formulation.24,25
31

2.1.5 Organic monoliths
Monolithic stationary phases based on organic compounds for pressure-driven
systems can in general be classified into two types, namely hydrophobic monoliths
for reversed phase and hydrophilic ones for normal phase chromatography. The
selection of monomer and cross-linkers is dependent on the type of separation
needed. Although there is a wide range of combinations possible, the basic set of
monomers and cross-linkers used to form the monoliths has not much changed
over the years. For hydrophobic monoliths the combination of styrene and divinyl
benzene (DVB)26,27 or butyl methacrylate (BMA) and ethylene dimethacrylate
(EDMA)19 is most commonly used to form the basis of the monolith. To obtain more
hydrophilic

monoliths,

monomers

as

2-hydroxy

methacrylate

(HEMA),

methacrylamide (MAA) and acrylamide are used in combination with N,Nmethylenebisacrylamide and piperazine diacrylamide (PDA) as cross-linkers.17 By
adding a small amount of vinyl sulphonic acid (VSA), these monoliths can also be
used for electrophoretic purposes like capillary electrochromatography (CEC).
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Figure 2-1 Most commonly used monomers and cross-linkers for the formation of
monolithic columns.

However, to obtain resolution of mixtures of molecules, which have comparable
hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity, additional recognition moieties have to be
32

introduced to the basic composition of the monolith. This can be done by adding
functional monomers or cross-linkers to the mixture, like glycidyl methacrylate
(GMA) and N,N’-diallyltartardiamide (DATD). The monolithic stationary phase can
be thus enriched by direct incorporation with functional moieties or can be postderivatised after co-polymerisation (e.g. GMA and DATD). Tetala and van Beek
recently published an overview of affinity-based monolithic columns.28

2.1.6 Basic principles of chiral stationary phases
Before integration of a chiral separation component into microfluidic devices, it has
to be understood which factors are of importance for achieving sufficient
resolution between the enantiomers. The driving forces, which provide chiral
recognition and thus give possible chiral separation are to be taken into account
when a suitable chiral stationary phase is to be designed. In principle, there are two
main approaches to separate chiral analytes, the indirect and the direct way. The
indirect method requires chiral derivatisation agents (CDA) to form diastereomeric
derivatives, which can be separated on an achiral stationary phase.29 The direct
method can be carried out by adding a chiral selector to the mobile phase in
combination with an achiral stationary phase. This is often undesired because of
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the high costs and large consumption of the chiral selector. Alternatively, a chiral
stationary phase (CSP) where the chiral selector is immobilised onto the stationary
phase can be used.30 As miniaturisation is all about downsizing and efficient use of
the applied reagents and solvents, developing a chiral stationary phase seems to
be an additional route of choice next to downsizing the column.
Chiral separation is based on the ability of the chiral selector to recognise the
chirality of the molecule. Easson and Stedman,31 and Dalgliesh32 have postulated
that a minimum of three forms of interaction are needed to distinguish one chiral
compound from the other, from which at least one is based on a stereoselective
property as depicted in Figure 2-2. This is needed to result in formation of a
transient-diastereomeric complex, which is also known as the three-point
interaction model.

A
B
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H

C

H

H

B

C
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Figure 2-2 The three-point interaction model and the associated interactions between the
enantiomers and the chiral stationary phase. Above, the “ideal fit”. Below, the “non-ideal fit”.

Current chiral stationary phases (CSPs) are based on the principles of this model
and can be roughly divided into five main classes of chiral selectors, which are in
practice mostly immobilised onto porous silica.
The first group is the Pirkle-type phase, also known as brush-type phase. This chiral
stationary phase is based on a combination of four types of interactions, namely,
π-π donor-acceptor interactions, hydrogen bonding, dipole-dipole and steric
interactions, of which the first is most essential. This Pirkle-type phase can be
further divided into three subtypes (π-acceptor, π-donor and mixed donoracceptor phases) based on the predominant type of interaction, being aromatic
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groups with acidic- or basic side groups33 or a combination thereof, which are in
conjugation with the aromatic ring. These types of CSPs are however limited to the
separation of aromatic compounds.34-36,35,36
The second group of chiral stationary phases employs helical polymers. This type is
based on the formation of chiral helices, where the chiral compound is retained by
H-bonding and formation of intercalation complexes.37-39 Natural examples are
,38,39

carbohydrates, such as cellulose or amylose, but synthetic versions can also be
made with the use of a chiral catalyst to form for example isotactic polyacrylates of
polyacrylamides.

34

Figure 2-3 Three-dimensional structure (helices) of amylose and cellulose polymers
(Reprinted with permission).40

Another group is based on inclusion complexes of the analyte with a chiral selector
possessing a cavity, like cyclodextrins,41,42 crown ethers,43,44 or macrocyclic glycolpeptides (e.g. vancomycin, teicoplanin and ristocetin), also see Figure 2-4.45,46 These
types can be used in reversed phase HPLC (RP-HPLC) as well as under polar
conditions for analytes with hydrophobic or aromatic groups, which fit into the
cavity.
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Figure 2-4 Examples of cavity based chiral selectors. From left to right: α-cyclodextrin, 6crown ether, vancomycin (the letters indicate the cavities).
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CSPs based on the ligand-exchange principle involve the formation of
diastereomeric ternary complexes of the chiral selector with a metal and the
analyte, via dipole interactions. Important here as for the other chiral stationary
phases is, that the association and dissociation rates should be moderate (e.g. not
too strong, such that the analyte is retained indefinitely to the stationary phase, not
too weak, such that no retention is obtained) to obtain high column efficiency
(Figure 2-5).47-49,48,49
Analyte
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Figure 2-5 A schematic picture of ligand
exchange, where a diastereomeric metal
complex is formed between the CSP and the
analyte. (X = atoms which have lone-pairs
that are involved in metal chelation.)

Figure 2-6 A schematic representation of a
protein with three binding-pockets, filled
with fitting substrates.

The final group is based on the strong binding affinity of proteins, such as alpha-1acid glycoprotein (AGP), human serum albumin (HSA), bovine serum albumin (BSA)
and ovomucoid (OVM) for small chiral analytes (Figure 2-6). The advantage is that
the separation can be performed in aqueous conditions. Furthermore, a wide range
of compounds can be separated, as long as they can interact with the amino acids
in the binding site. Disadvantages include low capacity, sensitivity towards small
changes in separation conditions (e.g. type of solvent, pH, temperature etc.) and
limited understanding of the chiral recognition mechanism.50-52,51,52

2.1.7 Research objective
At the start of this research, larger scale silica-based chromatographic separation
columns with proteins as chiral selectors were commercially available, but little
work was reported on monolithic μ-columns for pressure-driven LC systems in
combination with protein-based CSPs. Only a few examples were described in
literature, which were all based on methacrylate-based monomers (glycidyl
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methacrylate (GMA) and ethylene dimethacrylate (EDMA)). Pan et al. functionalised
the monolith after it was formed with Protein A and used it for micro liquid
chromatography (μ-LC) to determine the hIgG (human immunoglobulin G)
concentration in human serum.53 Luo et al. also used Protein A, in combination with
L-histidine to obtain similar results.54 Malik et al. immobilised HSA (Human Serum
Albumin) onto the GMA/EDMA monolithic column, which was used for separation
of warfarin and tryptophan.55
The goal was to design a protein-based chiral monolith, which could be used as a
micro liquid chromatography column to analyse enantiomeric mixtures. For this
purpose, BSA (bovine serum albumin) was chosen as a suitable protein, because it
is known that this protein can separate enantiomers such as tryptophan, which is
used as a model for the design. Furthermore, the separation is preferably done
under aqueous conditions, which consequently directs the choice to a hydrophilic
type of monolith. The formation of the monolith will be discussed, as well as
various methods to immobilise the protein. Finally, the efficiency of the
functionalised monolithic columns in chiral separation is reported.
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2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.2.1 Composition and formation of a monolith
The basis of the hydrophilic monolith originates from the group of Hjerten et al.
The formulation used in this chapter was adapted by the use of cross-linkers PDA
and DATD (Figure 2-1), based on earlier work reported by Kornyšova56 and Tetala.57
The advantage of these cross-linkers is that they are hydrophilic by nature and
readily dissolve in aqueous solutions. PDA has multiple advantages, it enhances the
strength of the polymer structure greatly and it reduces swelling.58 The diol
functionality of DATD on the other hand can be oxidised to two aldehyde
functionalities, which can be readily used to immobilise proteins onto it. An
additional convenience is that during the oxidation process a cross-link is removed,
which will lead to a more porous structure and might increase the analyteaccessible surface area.57
This type of monolith was previously applied for affinity chromatographic
purposes, where α-mannose was immobilised to study the binding affinity with
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several lectins.59 Furthermore, the same type of monolith could be used for chiral
separations, when a cavity-based chiral selector (vancomycin) was immobilised.56
The polymer stock-solution was prepared by mixing 30 μL HEMA, with 20 mg DATD,
20 mg PDA and 12.5 mg (NH4)2SO4 in 250 μL 50 mM PBS, pH 7. Before use, the
mixture was agitated to homogenise and degassed by vacuum for 5 minutes. The
initiator was added at the last moment and the capillary was filled slowly with the
polymerisation mixture by suction. After end-capping the capillary the monolith
was formed by initiation by temperature or UV-irradiation. After polymerisation the
monolith was washed and stored until further use. Using degassed stock solutions
appeared to be the most important aspects for the formation of reproducible and
homogenously formed monoliths.

2.2.2 Thermal initiation vs UV-initiation
The polymerisation of the monomers and cross-linkers to form a monolith is
generally done by radical initiation by means of elevated temperatures or UVirradiation. Both initiation methods were also investigated for this specific system,
since both have their advantages and disadvantages from a technical point of view.
While elevation of temperature is technically easy to achieve, no patterned
formation of monoliths is possible. By using UV-initiation, polymerisation at
specific locations is possible, but this will require a proper UV-irradiating source
and capillaries with UV-transparent coating or quartz microreactors.
It turned out that the monoliths prepared by thermal initiation were often
inconsistent in homogeneity. When the defects were large, they could be seen with
the naked eye. However, in most cases defects could only be detected with the use
of scanning electron microscopy techniques. Images taken of a slice of a capillary
filled with polymer were used to determine the quality of the monolithic column.
The three main defects were holes in the middle of the monolithic column,
detachment of the monolith from the capillary wall and a locally finer structure of
the monolith (Figure 2-7).
Different explanations can be given for the observed inhomogeneity. First of all,
heating of the capillary was performed in a stove, which could lead to a nonuniform heating

profile.

This

could

cause local

differences

of

initiator

decomposition and therefore result in different ratios of micro- and macro-porous
structures. Secondly, upon heating, gas could evolve from the monomer mixture,
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leading to the local occurrence of large voids. Finally, the formed monolith could
shrink after polymerisation i.e. the monolith was sometimes torn loose from the
capillary wall. Several measures were taken to eliminate the causes of the defects.
The capillary was placed on a solid preheated surface in a stove or placed in a
degassed water bath. Furthermore, the degassing of the polymerisation solution
was prolonged as well. Although these measures did diminish the occurrence of
defects in general, defects still remained. As this monolith was intended to be used
for chiral separations, complete homogeneity of the monolithic structure was a
prerequisite.

b)
38

a)

c)

Figure 2-7 Scanning electron microscope images of defects found in the monolith. a) Shows
large holes and inhomogeneous structures. b) Monolith is loosened from the capillary wall,
c) holes in the monolith.

As thermal initiation tended to be problematic, polymerisation via UV-initiation
was selected. However, to make our system suitable for UV-initiation, several
aspects had to be adjusted and considered in the current procedure. As UVirradiation was used and heating was undesirable, a UV-sensitive initiator had to be
selected, which preferably did not show responsiveness towards elevated
temperatures and which was compatible with an aqueous environment. Irgacure
2959 was found to be suitable and polymerisation was initiated by irradiation
between 300-400 nm with a near-UV-light source.
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Figure 2-8 a) Thermal radical initiator (AAPH), b) UV-initiator Irgacure 2959.

As the polyimide-coated capillary used for the thermal polymerisation experiments
was not transparent at these wavelengths, the polyimide-coated capillary was
replaced by a UV-transparent Teflon-coated capillary. Furthermore, it was found
that irradiation with a Dr. Hönle Bluepoint 2 UV-VIS mercury-lamp (λ = 290-450
nm) with a quartz guidance placed at a distance of 30 cm was most suitable to
form monolithic capillaries within 30 min. For comparison, polymerisation was also
executed with Jelight double bore lamps with the wavelengths 254 nm ± 1 nm, 371
± 19 nm and 447 ± 32 nm as well as with a Dr. Hönle UV 400 lamp with a <295 nm
shortpass filter at different reaction times. Polymerisation was not complete within
1 hr with the double bore lamps, whereas the monolith was starting to show signs
of decomposition after only 5 min of irradiation with the UV 400 lamp. From this, it
can be concluded that the intensity of the lamps is of importance. Therefore, all
further experiments were executed exclusively with the Bluepoint, as this lamp
seemed to result in monoliths that were more homogeneous and showed fewer
occurrences of detached monolith from the capillary wall according to SEM images.

2.2.3 Functionalisation of the Monolith with DsRed2
After a method was established to reproducibly form a homogeneous monolith,
the post-derivatisation of the monolith with proteins was commenced. It is wellknown that proteins have a heterogeneous chemical nature, which dictates the
protein’s properties. Immobilisation can alter the native tertiary structure of the
protein causing loss of activity.60,61 As this type of monolith had never been used
before as a stationary phase to immobilise proteins, the interaction effect between
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the stationary phase and the immobilised protein as well as the immobilisation
conditions had to be investigated for compatibility issues.
DsRed2 was selected for this task. The protein DsRed2 belongs to the group of
fluorescent proteins derived from a coral of the Discosoma genus, also referred as

Discosoma sp. (Ds), and has been genetically modified to increase solubility and to
enhance the colour brightness.62 This protein has a bright pink colour, which makes
DsRed2 an excellent probe to visualise the process of immobilisation. Besides the
visualisation, DsRed2 can also serve as an indicator to monitor the stability of a
protein during the immobilisation procedure. As the auto-fluorescence is sustained
by its tertiary structure, conditions causing conformational disruption consequently
lead to loss of auto-fluorescence, and thus the visibility of the bright pink colour.
Furthermore, DsRed2 can be used as a fluorescent probe for more detailed
visualisation with fluorescence detection techniques such as confocal microscopy.
The protein can be excited with wavelengths near the absorption maxima at λabs =
483 nm and 563 nm, and emits red colours between λem = 570-640 nm, with its
maximum at ~575 nm.
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The monolith was post-functionalised with DsRed2 in 3 steps according to
literature (Table 2-1).56,59 The first step was the periodate-induced oxidation of
DATD in the monolith, resulting in aldehyde groups, which were then used to
immobilise DsRed2 via the lysines present in this protein. This was realised by
flushing a solution of DsRed2 containing 6 mM NaBH3CN in PBS pH 7 through the
capillary at 1 μL/min. Due to the fluorescence it could be easily followed by eye
that the monolith was slowly filled with the DsRed2 protein.

Solvent
70 mM NaIO4 solution (in 80% H2O-20% MeOH)
(15 mg/mL NaIO4)
Water (MilliQ)
3.5 mM protein
6 mM NaBH3CN (in 50 mM PBS, pH 7)
Water (MilliQ)

Flow rate
(μL/min)

Duration
(hr)

2

2

2

2
avg.
30-60 min
2

1
2

Table 2-1 Reaction protocol for monolith activation and derivatisation.
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According to the used flow rate DsRed2 should have reached the end of a 30 cm
monolithic capillary after approximately 2.5 minutes (V30 cm =πr2l=2.35 μL; 2.35 μL/
(1 μL/min) = 2.35 min). However, DsRed2 protein was not detected in the flow
leaving the capillary until 35 min had passed. A rough estimate shows that in 35
min 35 μL of the solution containing 2 mg/mL DsRed2 ran through the capillary.
From these values it was estimated that about 70-100 μg of protein was
immobilised onto ~0.45 mg monolith (20% monomer content × 2.35 μL = 0.5 μL
×0.9 correction for non-polymerised monomers = ~0.45 mg). This is ~150-220 mg
DsRed2 per g monolith. According to the literature, silica-based material can hold
up to 100-200 mg of protein per g carrier material (stationary phase) depending on
the porosity.63 The yields obtained for this system were thus comparable with the
protein loading of conventional protein chiral stationary phase (CSP) columns.
It should be noted that the treatment with NaBH3CN altered the protein
significantly when the reaction was performed overnight, leading to a loss of
fluorescence of DsRed2. Measurement of the absorbance spectrum of the collected
flow-through DsRed2 solution showed significant loss of signal at 563 nm, which
confirms the alteration of conformation of the protein (Figure 2-9).

Absorbance (in AU)

3.0

DsRed2
DsRed2 after
NaBH3CN treatment

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0
200

300

400

500

600

700

900

Wavelength (in nm)

Figure 2-9 UV-VIS spectrum of DsRed2 showing the effect of NaBH3CN in the reaction
mixture on fluorescence.
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Therefore, the reaction time of the coupling procedure was shortened to 1 hr.
Furthermore, the third step of the coupling procedure described in literature was
the rinsing of the modified capillary with NaBH3CN in PBS at pH 3. This however,
showed direct loss of fluorescence and was therefore omitted from the applied
procedure. Removal of this third step seemed to have no consequence for the
immobilisation as DsRed2 was still present after thorough washing with PBS pH 7.
Figure 2-10 shows a confocal microscopy image of a cross-section of a monolith
with immobilised DsRed2. The porous structure can be clearly seen, as DsRed2 is
only immobilised onto the monolith itself and is not present in the void volume.

a)

b)
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O
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Figure 2-10 a) Confocal scanning laser microscopy image of a cross-section of a DsRed2
modified monolith. b) The diol-functionality of DATD is oxidised to aldehydes to couple the
chiral selector to the monolith.

The reaction conditions found for the successful immobilisation of DsRed2 were
applied to immobilise bovine serum albumin (BSA) onto the monolith. The
assumption was made that if DsRed2 retained its tertiary structure upon
immobilisation, this would also hold for BSA. Alexa Fluor® 488-labelled BSA was
used to visualise the covalent attachment of the protein to the monolithic capillary
column by confocal microscopy imaging (Figure 2-11).
Furthermore, immobilisation of BSA was also performed on a larger scale (~1 g
monolith) and yielded ~140 mg BSA per g monolith. These numbers are in a similar
range as found for DsRed2 on the monolith as well as the values provided by
literature for conventional CSP columns.63
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2.2.4 Monolithic capillary BSA column vs conventional BSA
column
BSA CSPs have been used to separate a variety of chiral compounds, of which
tryptophan (Trp) is most often mentioned.64-67 The binding interaction of BSA with
,65,66

D and L-Trp has been studied under multiple conditions and BSA was shown to
bind selectively to L-Trp with at least a 100-fold difference compared to D-Trp due
to a specific interaction of L-Trp with one binding pocket of BSA.67-70 Also, the effect
,68,69

of immobilisation onto silica-based solid supports was investigated, using a similar
immobilisation technique as we intended to use.70 We therefore chose Trp as a
model to show the separation efficiency of the monolithic BSA column. In order to
be able to compare our system with commercially available BSA columns, first a
Resolvosil BSA-7 column was used for chiral separation. Racemic mixtures of Trp
were injected onto this column, showing increased resolution with higher buffer
strength (50 mM vs. 10 mM PBS). All variations showed baseline separation,
although L-Trp showed considerable tailing (Figure 2-12).
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Figure 2-11 A confocal microscopy image of
a cross-section of a capillary with Alexa
Fluor® 488 labelled BSA directly immobilised onto the monolith.

Figure 2-12 Chromatogram showing the
separation of D- and L-Trp on a Resolvosil
BSA-7 column. 1.0 mL/min, 20 μg D/L-Trp in
50 mM PBS, pH 7.

The same solvent conditions were used for the commercial BSA column and for the
capillary system. To determine the dead volume of the system DMSO was injected.
After this, the retention times of D- and L-Trp were determined. Unfortunately,
although DMSO and Trp showed different retention times and thus were separated
by this column, the Trp enantiomers themselves were not separated. Furthermore,
the chromatogram for the capillary system showed considerable tailing, as shown
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in Figure 2-13. The same amounts of D- and L-Trp were injected, but in the
chromatogram the peak of L-Trp was much lower than of D-Trp, which is not
understood.
According to previous calculations the amount of immobilised protein per gram of
stationary phase should be similar as in the conventional silica-based CSPs.
Overloading of the capillary was therefore not expected to be the reason for the
inability to separate the enantiomers.
30
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20
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Figure 2-13 A chromatogram of the injection of DMSO, D and L-Trp on a BSA functionalised
monolithic column. (30 cm length, 100 μm i.d., 1 μL/min flow, 50 mM PBS pH 7.0, injection
10 ng analyte).

2.2.5 Plausible explanations for the lack of visible separation
During the design of the monolithic column, it was taken into account that the
volume of this column (30 cm in length, 100 μm i.d.) is about two thousand times
smaller than that of a conventional HPLC column. As previously calculated, the
amount of immobilised chiral selector is about the same as that of a conventional
column. In theory, a similar resolution of a racemic mixture is expected when
similar amounts of analyte are injected. The limitation of this hypothesis lies with
the sensitivity of the UV-detector used. By using a Z-formed nanoflow cell, which
has an internal volume of 45 nL and a pathlength of 1 cm, the UV-detector was
optimised to measure very low concentrations of analyte. In practice, it turned out
that the typical amount of analyte injected onto a conventional column (20 μg on a
~1-2 g stationary phase) approaches the limit of detection when translated into
our system (10 ng on a ~0.5 mg monolithic column).
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Possible hypotheses for the lack of visible separation are:
1) BSA is less robust than DsRed2 and did not survive the immobilisation
method.
2) BSA has more lysines on the outside than DsRed2, which could bind to the
monolith via multiple bonds, disrupting the tertiary structure.
3) The monolithic column forms an inhomogeneous structure (Figure 2-7)
during polymerisation, resulting in non-evenly distributed pores causing
poor chiral resolution.
4) BSA is attached to the monolith via any available lysines present on the
entire outer surface of the protein, which results in random orientated
immobilisation, thereby introducing some ill-orientated proteins blocking
or distorting the active site for Trp to bind to.
In the literature it is described that immobilisation of the BSA analogue human
serum albumin (HSA) under similar reaction conditions caused partial loss of
recognition of the analyte towards the binding region.71 The specific activity of the
immobilised protein, as determined by frontal analysis, indicated that there are two
binding sites which have different affinity towards L-tryptophan (L-Trp). This could
explain why BSA was still able to separate different types of molecules, as DMSO is
structurally completely different from tryptophan. However, such significant loss of
recognition could be problematic for generating any chiral resolution.
Furthermore, Maruška et al. showed that the binding pockets were occupied by the
cross-linkers as HSA was co-polymerised. This could be solved by adding the
analytes in the polymerisation solution, thus preventing unwanted bonding to the
stationary phase during polymerisation.72 However, this does not seem to apply for
our system as we used post-derivatisation to functionalise the monolith.
Therefore, considering these reports, hypotheses 1 and 2 are not likely the main
problem, as HSA (an analogue of BSA) remained active after similar immobilisation
techniques. Hypothesis 3, concerning inhomogeneous monolith formation is also
less likely as the procedure was optimised and resulted in much improved
monoliths. Further efforts to incorporate more DATD and changes of functional
monomers (data not shown) did not show improved results. To challenge the final
hypothesis a spacer was introduced that should create more space between the
protein and the monolithic backbone, diminishing any possible blockage of the
active site.
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2.2.6 Reduction of the influence of the monolith backbone by
the use of a PEG-spacer
The spacer, which is used to increase the distance between the protein and the
monolithic backbone should not interact with the protein itself. For this,
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) was used. This spacer was tailor made for monovalent
coupling with the monolith and protein, by introducing an amine functionality on
one side and an azide on the other side for a reductive amination with the
monolith and a copper-catalysed acetylene azide cyclo-addition (CuAAC) with BSA
respectively. This PEG amine azide was first coupled to fluorescently labelled,
acetylene-functionalised BSA, which was prepared as reported in literature, via
CuAAC.81 The PEGylated BSA was subsequently attached to the monolith, which
was prepared as described above via its amine functionality, by a reductive
amination reaction.

a)

b)
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Figure 2-14 a) A confocal microscopy image of a cross-section of a capillary functionalised
with Alexa Fluor® 488-labelled BSA via a PEG amine azide spacer with CuAAC. b) The
chromatogram obtained after injection of L- and D-Trp in the BSA functionalised PEGylated
monolith.

As shown in Figure 2-14 it is clear that BSA was successfully immobilised onto the
monolith via the PEG-spacer. However, the confocal image suggests that
immobilisation of labelled BSA via a PEG-linker is less uniform than when BSA was
directly immobilised onto the monolith (Figure 2-11). Although BSA was
successfully immobilised as shown by the confocal microscopy images, no chiral
separation of a racemic mixture of tryptophan was observed. It therefore seems
that randomly orientated proteins are not the main reason for the lack of chiral
resolution.
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2.2.7 L-Phenyl alanine ethyl ester derivatives
Since no solution for the observed problem was found, an alternative chiral
selector was chosen, namely an amino acid-based selector, L-phenylalanine ethyl
ester (L-Phe ethyl ester). Earlier reports utilising an acrylamide derivative of this
molecule were used to perform enantiomeric separations by co-polymerisation of
this molecule with ethyleneglycol diacrylate.73 According to these reports, this
chiral selector should be able to separate racemic mandelic acid and other drugs.
Two methods were compared; the first approach was similar to the one used to
immobilise BSA and DsRed2. The monolith with L-Phe ethyl ester, immobilised via a
reductive amination reaction with the oxidised DATD could separate different
analytes like phenobarbital, DMSO and mandelic acid, but did not show chiral
separation when a mixture of R- and S-mandelic acid was injected.
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Scheme 2-1 Reaction scheme of the esterification of L-phenylalanine and the coupling of
the acrylamide functionality.
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Figure 2-15 a) Chromatogram of the injection of 1% toluene, phenobarbital and R- and Smandelic acid in 1:1 hexane/isopropanol on a 25 cm L-Phe ethyl ester column, flow rate 1
μL/min, 10 ng analyte. (the range of injected analyte was varied from 1 to 100 ng, but all
showed a similar chromatogram profile). b) Functionalisation of the monolith via oxidation
of the diol functionality followed by reductive amination.
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The second method was an adaptation of the original report from Blaschke.73,74 As
the backpressures of the monoliths obtained with this procedure were too high, a
slightly different recipe was used.75,76 The L-phenylalanine ethyl ester acrylamide
derivative (Scheme 2-1) was co-polymerised with ethylene glycol dimethacrylate
(EGDMA) using different combinations of porogenic solvents.
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Figure 2-16 a) chromatogram of the injection of 1% toluene, phenobarbital and R- and S
mandelic acid in 1:1 hexane/isopropanol, flow rate 1 μL/min, 10 nL 1 mg/mL, using a 4.5 cm
column with the phenyl alanine acrylamide derivative (b).
Monomer/cross-linker content (40%)
1
2

L-Phe acrylamide (%)

EGDA(%)

36

4

Porogenic solvent (60%)
57% toluene

3% polyvinylalcohol

36

4

36% toluene

12% methanol

L-Phe acrylamide (%)

EGDA(%)

1-propanol (%)

1,4-butanediol (%)

3

32

8

48

12

4

25

10

40

25

5

24

16

30

30

6

24

16

35

25

7

24

16

40

20

8

24

16

30

18 (+ 6 H2O)

Table 2-2 List of polymerisation mixtures used to form monoliths via method 2.

From the multiple polymerisation mixtures (see Table 2-2), only mixture 4 was
found to be usable. All other formed monoliths gave too high backpressures, up to
150-200 bars and were found to be unworkable. Most attempts led to gel-like
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polymers, which were unsuitable for pressurised column chromatography. With
only 4.5 cm of column length, the onset of a separation could be detected (Figure
2-16). As it was not possible to make it longer than 4.5 cm without inhomogeneity
defects and tearing of the monolith from the capillary wall (as described in
paragraph 2.2.2) further investigation of the potential of chiral separation of these
monolithic columns was not possible.

2.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is not possible to achieve chiral separation with protein-modified monoliths or Lphenylalanine-based monoliths following the previous described conditions. This
outcome is not properly understood. Results show that sufficient amounts of
protein, with respect to conventional HPLC stationary phases, could be immobilised
onto the monolith. Additionally, only proportional amounts (e.g. compared with a
conventional sized column) of racemic mixtures were injected into the μ-column.
Therefore, protein loading and overloading are not considered to be the limiting
factors. It is thus believed that another reason, such as the possibility that not all
immobilised proteins were available to interact with the analyte.
However, incorporation of a spacer molecule between the protein and the monolith
also did not result in any resolution of the racemic mixture. As our current set-up
does not allow detection of lower analyte concentrations, it could therefore not be
excluded that the column was overloaded.
Furthermore, the complex nature of proteins can be held responsible for the lack of
chiral separation. This can be due to immobilisation in an ill-favoured orientation,
or due to disruption of the tertiary structure, caused either by the reducing agent
or via immobilisation with more than one lysine of the protein to the monolith.
Another scenario is that the protein interacts with the monolith itself via hydrogen
bonding, resulting in alteration of the tertiary structure.
The lack of highly homogeneous structured monoliths is also a possible cause of
the absence of chiral resolution. Future research towards chiral separation on an
organic-based monolithic μ-column should therefore address these issues.
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2.4 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.4.1 Chemicals and Materials
General materials
A Macherey-Nagel Resolvosil BSA-7 column, 150 mm × 4 mm, silica-based 7 μm
particle size, 300 Å pore size was used to determine the initial separation
conditions used for the μ-columns. Capillaries were obtained from Polymicro, both
polyimide-coated and Teflon-coated capillaries were 100 μm ID. The following
chemicals and solvents were obtained from commercial sources and used without
any purification, unless stated otherwise. N,N’-diallyltartardiamide (DATD),
ammonium sulphate, 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), piperazine diacrylamide
(PDA),

2,2’-azobis (2-methylpropionamidine) dihydrochloride

hydroxy-ethoxy)-phenyl]-2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-propane-1-one

(AAPH), 1-[4-(2(Irgacure

2959),

sodium periodate, sodium cyanoborohydride, D-tryptophan, L-tryptophan, BSA
crown V fraction, Alexa Fluor® 488-labelled BSA (Invitrogen) mono-sodium
phosphate, disodium phosphate, sodium hydroxide, hydrochloric acid, tetra50

ethylene glycol, sodium azide, 4-toluenesulphonyl chloride, triphenyl phosphine,
magnesium sulphate, disodium carbonate, acryloyl chloride, L-phenylalanine,
copper sulphate, tris-triazole ligand, sodium ascorbate, BSA (obtained via Cohn
fractionation method), ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, methacryloyl chloride, 1,4butanediol,

1-propanol,

dichloromethane,

L-mandelic

methanol,

acid,

acetonitrile,

D-mandelic
acetone,

acid,

ethanol,

phenobarbital,
diethyl

ether,

tetrahydrofuran, petroleum ether 40°/60°, ethyl acetate, hexane, isopropanol,
toluene and dimethylsulfoxide. DsRed2 was expressed following the procedure
described by Schipperus et al.77 Propargyl maleimide (14% in THF) was generously
provided by A.J. Dirks from Radboud University Nijmegen.

2.4.2 Instrumentation
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The capillary with the monolith was thoroughly cleaned and dried before it was cut
with a glass cutter and attached to a sample holder in a vertical position with
conducting tape. The samples were sputter coated with a Cressington 208HR
sputter coater and a 1 nm layer of Pd/Au was deposited with a MTM-20 thickness
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controller under a 20-30 degree angle, while rotating. The images were obtained
with a JEOL 6330F FESEM operating at 3.0 kV.

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)
The modified capillaries were carefully rinsed with buffer for at least 1 hr. The
samples were kept wet to get a better emission signal. A TCS SP2 AOBS Leica
confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany)
mounted on an inverted DM IRE2 microscope, using an HC PL FLUOTAR 10.0×
objective was used to measure the samples. The focus median was kept at its
maximum for all samples and transmission images were also made for orientation
of the fluorescent images. The following settings were maintained constant during
all measurements, unless stated otherwise: laser intensity (50%), pinhole (1-1.2
airy), photomultiplier (600 V), box size (1024 × 1024), scan speed (400 Hz), number
of scans (8 averaged) and no zoom factor. The Ar and He/Ne lasers were used to
excite the Alexa Fluor® 488 probe on BSA at 488 nm and DsRed2 at 560 nm with
an emission range of 500-600 nm and 570-630 nm respectively.
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Chromatography
A monolithic capillary was connected via Upchurch luer lock connections and zerodead volume PEEK microtight unions (P-720) to a 500 μL syringe pump or LKB
Pharmacia with T-splitter (to decrease the flow speed, depending on the
backpressure created by the monolith) and a Knauer K2501 UV-VIS detector,
equipped with a 45 nL flow cell and 1 cm pathlength at the outlet as depicted in
Figure 2-17. The used flow rate was 1 μL/min and a sample of 10 nL 1 mg/mL
analyte was injected into the column with a Valco nano injector, C4-0344.01EH, with
a 10 nL internal loop. The data was processed with Eurochrom2000.

UVVIS
Computer

Figure 2-17 Schematic overview of the setup used for chiral capillary column
chromatography.
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General instruments
The UV-VIS absorption profile of the proteins was recorded with a Varian Cary 50
UV-VIS spectrometer, NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker 300 MHz or Bruker
Avance 400 MHz spectrometer.

2.4.3 Methods
Preparation of monoliths
The inner surface of the capillary was cleaned according the following protocol:
rinsing for 20 min with a flow of 20 μL/min of acetone p.a., followed by 20 min.
rinsing with MilliQ at a flow of 10 μL/min after which the capillary was etched with
1 M NaOH for 1.5 hrs with a flow of 0.1 μL/min. Afterwards, the capillary was
washed with MilliQ and briefly treated with 0.1 M HCl to neutralise the surface. The
surface was then washed again thoroughly with MilliQ to remove any remaining
salts and a clean hydroxyl-terminated surface was obtained. The capillary was
rinsed again briefly with acetone p.a. and flushed with N2 for several minutes. The
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capillary was then filled with 30% 3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate in
acetone. Both ends of the capillary were closed to prevent evaporation of the
solvent and the capillary was left overnight in a dark space at room temperature to
react. The capillary was finally rinsed with acetone for 30 min and dried with
filtered nitrogen flow for another 30 min.
The monomer solution consisted of the following monomers and cross-linkers: 30
μL (247 μmol) 2-hydroxy ethyl methacrylate (HEMA), 20 mg (87.6 μmol) N,N’-diallyl
tartardiamide (DATD) and 20 mg, (102.5 μmol) 1,4-bisacryloyl piperazine (PDA,
piperazine diacrylamide).
This mixture was diluted in 250 μL 50 mM phosphate buffer with pH 7.0, which was
enriched with 12.5 mg (94.6 μmol) ammonium sulphate, and which acted as the
porogen solvent. For thermal polymerisation 1% w/v of 2,2’-azobis (2-methyl
propionamidine) dihydrochloride was added and for UV-initiated polymerisation
this was replaced with 10 μL 10% (w/v) Irgacure 2959. This monomer solution was
degassed before filling the capillary. The polymerisation was performed by thermal
initiation at 65 °C overnight or by UV-initiation with a Dr. Hönle Bluepoint 2 with
quartz guidance, with a filter 290-450 nm, 3 mW/cm2 for 30 min. The samples were
rinsed with MilliQ followed by 1:1 MilliQ/acetonitrile for 2 hours each.
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Monolith functionalisation
The monolith was activated by oxidation of the DATD with sodium periodate.78 The
samples were treated with 70 mM NaIO4 in 4:1 MilliQ/MeOH at 2 μL/min to obtain
aldehyde functionalities. The NaIO4 was removed by washing the system with
MilliQ for another 2 hrs at the same flow rate. The monolith was then
functionalised in approximately 1 hr with of 1 mg/mL protein in 50 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 7 followed by 6 mM NaBH3CN. The functionalised monolith was
thoroughly washed with MilliQ to remove any remaining reducing agent.

Synthesis of 1-amino-14-azido-3,6,9,12-tetraoxatetradecane
The unsymmetrical bifunctional PEG was synthesised
O
NH2

N3
4

following the procedure of Schwabacher.79 In short, the
diazide was formed by activating tetraethylene glycol with

2 eq. 4-toluenesulfonyl chloride. NaN3 was added to form the diazide PEG. After
column purification, one of the azides of the diazide PEG was converted to an
amino group by treating it with 0.85 eq. Ph3P in Et2O. The resulting bifunctional
PEG was obtained by extraction of the aqueous layer with DCM, followed by
washing under strong basic conditions to remove phosphine oxide. The organic
layer was subsequently dried with MgSO4 and the solvent was evaporated under
reduced pressure.

1

H NMR CDCl3 : 3.68 (m, 12H, OCH2CH2O), 3.52 (t, 2H,

CH2CH2NH2), 3.40 (t, 2H, CH2CH2N3), 2.87 (t, 2H, CH2NH2), 1.73 ( s, 2H, CH2N3).

Functionalisation of the monolith with 1-amino-14-azido3,6,9,12-tetraoxatetradecane
The monolith was functionalised with 1-amino-14-azido-3,6,9,12-tetraoxatetradecane via the sodium periodate method as described above. Further denoted as
azide PEG-ylated monolith.

Attachment of acetylene-functionalised BSA to the monolith80
Fluorescently labelled BSA was attached to propargyl maleimide by mixing the two
components for 1.5 hrs in 50mM PBS and THF (6:1).81 The resulting acetylenefunctionalised BSA was flushed through the azide PEG-ylated monolith overnight
together with the click-mix containing 30 eq. CuSO4.5H2O, 45 eq. sodium-ascorbate
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and 60 eq. of a tris-triazole ligand. The functionalised capillary was then flushed
with 50 mM PBS, pH 7 for 3 hrs and stored in a NaN3-containing buffer until use.

Synthesis of L-phenylalanine ethyl ester
The L-phenylalanine ethyl ester synthesis was adapted from the procedure
published by Brenner and Huber.82 12.5 mL (0.17 mol) SOCl2 was added dropwise in
125 mL absolute EtOH cooled to 0 °C. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was
allowed to warm up to room temperature and 8.26 g (50 mmol) L-phenylalanine
was added batch-wise under vigorous stirring followed by refluxing for 3 hrs until
the suspension was completely dissolved. The solvent was removed under reduced
pressure and the remaining solid was washed multiple times with t-BuOH yielding
9.18 g (79.9%) white needle-like crystals. 1H-NMR (DMSO): ∂ 8.54 (d, 2H, NH2), 7.377.23 (m, 5H, C6H5), 4.24 (q, 1H, CNH-CHCH2C6H5-CO), 4.09 (q, 2H, O-CH2-CH3), 3.263.02 (dq, 2H, CH-CH2-C6H5), 1.10 (t, 3H, CH2-CH3). Melting point 120 °C,

-7.0

(c 0.2 in H2O)
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Synthesis of N-acryloyl L-phenylalanine ethyl ester
Following the procedure described by Morris et al.,83 4.00 g (17.4 mmol) Lphenylalanine ethyl ester HCl salt was dissolved under anhydrous conditions in 100
mL DCM. The reaction mixture was cooled down to 0 °C and 5 mL (37 mmol) Et3N
was added slowly. 20 mL 1 M acryloyl chloride in DCM was added dropwise to the
reaction mixture, which was left to react overnight while allowing it to warm up to
room temperature. The DCM was removed under reduced pressure and an aliquot
of ethyl acetate was added. The precipitate was removed and the filtrate was
washed consecutively with 60 mL 0.5 M HCl, 2 times 60 mL 0.5 Na2CO3, 60 mL demi
water and 60 mL brine. The organic layer was dried over MgSO4 and concentrated
by evaporation under pressure. The product was obtained by 2 recrystallisation
steps from EtOAc and PE 40-60, yielding 3.0 g (70%) small white needles. 1H-NMR
(DMSO): ∂ 8.55 (d, 1H, NH), 7.31-7.17 (m, 5H, C6H5), 6.25 (dd, 1H, CO-CH-CH2), 6.04
(ds, 1H, CO-CH-CH2 orientated away from CO), 5.60 (ds, 1H, CO-CH-CH2 orientated
to CO), 4.55 (q, 1H, CNH-CHCH2C6H5-CO), 4.04 (q, 2H, O-CH2-CH3), 3.00 (dq, 2H,
CH-CH2-C6H5), 1.10 (t, 3H, CH2-CH3).

+122.8 (c 0.2, CDCl3).
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(Figure on the right: A 3D-model of a microchannel which is modified with a functional linker
to attach a fluorescent label via a DNA directed method.)

Chapter 3
SITE-SPECIFIC IMMOBILISATION OF DNA IN GLASS
MICROCHANNELS VIA PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY
A microchannel was photochemically patterned with a functional linker. This
photochemical method was developed for site-specific attachment of DNA via this
linker onto silicon oxide surfaces (e.g. fused silica and borosilicate glass), both onto
a flat surface and onto the inside of a fused silica microchannel. Sharp boundaries
in the μm-range between modified and unmodified zones were demonstrated by
attachment of fluorescently labelled DNA oligomers. Studies of repeated
hybridisation-dehybridisation cycles revealed selective and reversible binding of
complementary DNA strands at the explicit locations. On average ~7  1011
fluorescently labelled DNA molecules were hybridised per cm2. The modified
surfaces were characterised with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, infrared
microscopy,

static

contact

angle

measurements,

confocal

laser

scanning

microscopy and fluorescence detection to quantify the attachment of the
fluorescently labelled DNA.

Chapter published in Langmuir, 2009, 25, 13952-13958 TuHa Vong, Jurjen ter Maat, Teris A.
van Beek, Barend van Lagen, Marcel Giesbers, Jan C. M. van Hest and Han Zuilhof (reprinted
with permission. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society)
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Immobilisation of DNA is widely used in microchip technology for medical
diagnostic tools, genetic analysis and hybridisation studies. The ability of DNA to
reversibly hybridise and dehybridise is used for DNA amplification or to study
binding interactions.1,2 Although this technology is still under development, it has
proven to be robust and it is therefore interesting to use this reversible binding
property to anchor for example protein-DNA conjugates.3 Although microchip
technology, like DNA microarray devices, allows multiple analyses at the same time,
the microchip can only be regenerated and reused in a batch-wise manner, since
multiple spots are situated on an open flat surface. By implementing the
immobilisation of the DNA into a microchannel, flow-through processes can also
be studied. This allows reloading and thus reusing the microfluidic device, and also
minimizes the required amount of the protein-DNA conjugates, which are often
hard to produce.
Glass substrates are particularly popular for DNA microchips due their low cost,
high stability towards different temperatures, inertness to many chemicals, high
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optical transparency and low fluorescence absorbance.4 The last two factors are
especially important, because fluorescence detection is generally used for analysis
of the hybridisation efficiency, and these two characteristics allow a high signal-tonoise ratio.
Modification of the glass is necessary to attach the DNA to the surface. This is
currently almost exclusively done with organosilanes. These silanes may contain
reactive functionalities, which can be used as coupling agent for bio-organic
moieties (e.g. DNA). Amine, epoxide, aldehyde and poly-lysine are the most
common functionalities that allow the subsequent mild attachment of the DNA to
the glass surface.5-8 Furthermore, the attachment of silanes is easy and has been
6,7,8

reported to take place in only a few minutes.9 However, silane chemistry is not
compatible with constructive photolithography, and photopatterning has been
achieved only by local photochemical degradation of silanes by 172 nm light under
vacuum conditions.10 Nevertheless a number of soft lithographic techniques, such
as microcontact printing (μCP), are available to directly create chemically patterned
surfaces.11,12 These techniques often require mechanical contact with the substrate,
and therefore they cannot be used to pattern enclosed surfaces such as the inside
of microchannels. Patterning of microchannels is therefore most frequently
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achieved via soft lithography-inspired methods, which combine patterning,
protection of the patterned areas and (relatively) mild bonding procedures,13,14 or
use local heating-induced15 or electrode-induced deposition.16
Very recently, an alternative method has been developed, which does allow
covalent modification of a glass surface by means of photolithography.17 This
method is based on a photochemical reaction of 1-alkenes with the silica surface.
In this chapter, this mild method is used to provide the proof-of-principle of a
locally patterned microchannel, via the local photochemical attachment of a tailormade linker, 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl undec-10-enoate. Subsequently, this linker
molecule is functionalised with short DNA oligomers, and its stability under
repeated

hybridisation

and

dehybridisation

conditions

is

shown.

Finally,

quantification of the amount of immobilised DNA is performed by measuring the
fluorescence emission in hybridisation and dehybridisation experiments.

3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.2.1 Modification of flat fused silica surface
Scheme 3-1 illustrates the chemistry employed for the functionalisation of the
fused silica surface. Trifluoroethyl undec-10-enoate (TFEE) was used as a linker for
several reasons: First, the protected ester group is sufficiently UV-resistant18 and
was not expected to react with the silica surface, which should result in the
exclusive reaction of the molecule to the surface via the alkene moiety.

Scheme 3-1 Schematic illustration of photochemistry employed for surface modification
with TFEE on glass.
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Second, the trifluoroethyl group is sterically not very demanding, which may result
in high surface coverages. In addition, the molecule contains carbon atoms in
different chemical environments that can easily be distinguished by XPS after
adsorption, while the fluorine atoms give a strong F1s signal that should disappear
after deprotection or nucleophilic reactivity. Finally, the trifluoroethyl ester can
readily undergo nucleophilic attack by primary amines,18,19 which gives various
opportunities for further surface coupling.
Position (eV)
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Figure 3-1 XPS wide-area spectrum of TFEEmodified fused silica.

Atom %

523.0

O1s

48.5

285.0

C1s

17.6

688.0

F1s

3.4

102.0

Si2p

30.4

Table 3-1 Atom assignment of the XPS
wide-area spectrum (Figure 3-1) of a
trifluoroethyl ester-modified fused silica
surface.

Hydroxyl-terminated fused silica samples were reacted with TFEE by immersion in
the neat compound and subsequent UV-irradiation at 254 nm for 10 hrs. After
cleaning, the modified surfaces were characterised using static water contact angle
measurements. A contact angle of 85 ± 1° was measured, which is clearly higher
than the contact angle of hydroxyl-terminated silica (<10°) and is in accordance
with previously reported values for TFEE-derived monolayers on Si(111) surfaces.20
Shorter reaction times resulted in increased variation in the observed contact
angles, indicating that the absorbed layer is less homogeneous and that the
monolayer formation is incomplete. XPS measurements on the modified samples
showed that the elements Si, O, C and F were present at the surface. Together, F
and C contributed 21.0% to the total signal (see Table 3-1). When compared to a 1hexadecene monolayer, which has 16 atoms per adsorbed molecule that contribute
to a relative XPS signal of 40%, it seems that this contribution is lower than for
attachment of a non-functionalised 1-alkene.17 While a quantitative comparison
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would require a proper account of differences in attenuation of the XPS signal,21
qualitatively it can be stated that the surface coverage of a 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl
undec-10-enoate monolayer is somewhat smaller than that of a non-functionalised
1-alkene. Similar observations have been made on silicon, where it was shown that
the surface coverage of unprotected carboxylic acid monolayers is at most 3540%,22 whereas that of alkyl-terminated monolayers can reach 50-55%.23
The F/C ratio on the surface was determined to be 19.3% (theoretical: 23.1%),
indicating that the trifluoroethyl ester group remains intact after reaction. Further
evidence for the intactness of the TFEE comes from the high-resolution C1s
spectrum (which resembled the one that measured for TFEE-modified silicon
carbide)24, which could be fitted with five contributions (Figure 3-2a).

a)

b)
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2 3 4 5

Figure 3-2 a) Measured high-resolution C1s XPS spectrum of TFEE-modified fused silica, and
b) assignment of the corresponding carbon atoms.

Energy (eV)
(assignment)

Functional group

% Area

Surface ratio
Exp

Theory

293.4 (1)

CF3

6.2

1.0

1

289.7 (2)

O-C=O

6.2

1.0

1

288.0 (3)

O-C*H2-CF3

6.2

1.0

1

286.3 (4)

C-O-Si and C*H2-C=O

12.3

2.0

2

285.0 (5)

Alkyl chain

69.0

11.1

8

Table 3-2 XPS assignment of the C1s atoms of trifluoroethyl ester-modified fused silica.
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These contributions were attributed to the different types of carbon in the
trifluoroethyl ester, as shown in Figure 3-2b. DFT calculations (B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)
level of theory) on a model of the TFEE-modified surface were performed to
qualitatively verify the observed chemical shifts (Figure 3-3 and Table 3-3).25
The ratios of the carbon contributions (see Table 3-2) accurately match those in the
molecule, with the exception of the main contribution at 285.0 eV, which is
overrepresented on the surface. Since the ratio between C=O and CF3 is 1.0, it can
be concluded that the trifluoroethyl ester remains intact after the attachment onto
the surface, and the overrepresentation of alkyl carbon atoms cannot be explained
by hydrolysis of the TFEE. Most likely, this is caused by adsorption of hydrocarbon
contaminants after modification.
12
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Figure 3-3 Calculated (B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)) XPS spectrum of TFEE-modified silicon oxide
surface and corresponding structure.

Atom

eV

Atom

eV

C1

286.0

C8

285.1

C2

285.3

C9

284.8

C3

285.1

C10

290.1

C4

285.1

C12

288.3

C5

285.1

C13

294.2

C6

285.0

C14

285.4

C7

285.0

Table 3-3 The corresponding calculated chemical shifts of every carbon atom present in
TFEE-modified silicon oxide surface.
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Further characterisation was performed by infrared spectroscopy. As it was not
possible to obtain a proper signal with infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy,
measurements were performed in transmission mode. This has the disadvantage
that absorptions below 2000 cm-1 cannot be observed, due to the high absorption
of fused silica in that part of the spectrum, and a low signal-to-noise ratio on the
available equipment. Therefore, this technique does not allow the observation of
the C=O stretching vibration of the ester. Nevertheless, increased CH2 stretching
absorptions could be observed for a TFEE-modified fused silica sample compared
to a freshly cleaned reference sample (Figure 3-4), in line with the UV-absorption
spectra of pure TFEE. We would expect to see CH3 stretching absorptions as well,
based on previous studies in which non-functionalised 1-alkenes were suggested
to be coupled to the glass surface via Markovnikov addition.17,26, But we did not
observe these clearly, likely due to a low signal-to-noise ratio. This also hampers
determination of the exact frequency of the CH2 stretching vibrations, which limits
us to draw conclusions on the packing density of the monolayer. However, taking
the midpoint of the peak at 75% of its maximum leads to values of 2924 and 2855
cm-1, which indicate disordered monolayers.27,28
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Figure 3-4 CH2-stretching region of the infrared spectrum of a TFEE-modified fused silica
sample. The solid line is before modification and the dashed line is after modification.

In addition to fused silica, some preliminary experiments on the modification of
borosilicate glass with TFEE. UV-irradiation (4 hrs) was performed, resulting in the
covalent attachment of TFEE to the surface, which was then characterised with XPS.
The XPS spectrum showed the presence of the elements F, C, O, N, Si, and B.
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Although the F/C-ratios were slightly lower than observed for the fused silica
surfaces, the high-resolution C1S atoms could be deconvoluted into five
contributions that indicated only marginal hydrolysis. The displayed chemical shifts
are comparable to those obtained from DFT calculations for the isolated TFEE
molecule, apart from the carbon atom that is bound to the surface oxygen atom.
The reduced F/C-ratio is therefore attributed to airborne contaminants. It can thus
be concluded that this photochemical method can also be used to modify
borosilicate surfaces via the covalent attachment of -functionalised-1-alkenes
with concomitant C-O bond formation, though further optimisation of the reaction
conditions may improve the resulting monolayer quality and packing density.

a)

b)
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Figure 3-5 a) C1s narrow scan of TFEE-modified borosilicate surface after 4 hours of
modification. b) C1s narrow scan of TFEE-modified fused silica surface after 10 hours of
modification.

Based on these results subsequent further surface functionalisation was used to
visualise the patterning experiments. The activated ester-modified surface was
immersed for at least 12 hrs at 4 ºC in an SSC buffer containing ssDNA oligomers.
We used single-stranded DNA with a length of 21 bases, which was aminefunctionalised at the 5’-end and fluorescently labelled with Cy3 at the 3’-end.
Adsorption of the DNA was confirmed with fluorescence microscopy, which clearly
showed increased emission of the DNA-treated surface compared to the TFEEmodified sample at 633 nm. Extensive rinsing with buffer, at elevated temperatures,
in presence of 1-10% SDS, with 8 M of urea, or combinations thereof did not result
in removal of the adsorbed species. These observations provided a firm basis for
the patterning experiments.
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3.2.2 Patterning
All patterning experiments were carried out in a glove box. There, the surfaces were
covered with a layer of neat TFEE and a mask was placed on top (Figure 3-6a),
followed by a fused quartz cover. The surface was then irradiated for 10 hrs with a
UV-lamp (254 nm), after which the sample was cleaned and subsequently
immersed into a solution containing the amine-terminated and fluorescently
labelled single-stranded DNA. After additional cleaning the pattern was visualised
with confocal microscopy. The confocal fluorescence image clearly displays the
features of the applied mask (Figure 3-6b), and provides proof-of-principle of local
DNA attachment. The non-negligible background is probably caused by internal
reflection of the glass body and the reagent layer, which scatters the UV-light
under the applied mask. Nevertheless, the profile histogram (Figure 3-6c) shows
that the fluorescence increased from 20 to 95% over a distance of about 20 μm,
confirming that detailed photo patterning of DNA oligomers can be achieved with
this reaction.

a)

b)

c)
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Figure 3-6 a) A fused silica slide is shown with the applied grid for patterning. b) Patterning
of the fused silica flat surface is visualised by covalent binding of a DNA oligomer
fluorescently labelled with Cy3. c) The profile histogram depicts the transition distance
between modified and non-modified surface.

3.2.3 Modification of fused silica microchannels
To investigate whether the photochemical attachment of 1-alkenes can also be
performed on enclosed surfaces, the modification of the inside of a fused silica
capillary with 1-hexadecene was studied. This compound was chosen to evaluate
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the degree of modification by means of the change in contact angle. The latter can
be derived from the capillary rise in equilibrium, described by

h 

2 cos 
 2   1 gR

(1)

In which γ = interfacial tension, θ = contact angle between the rising liquid and the
capillary, ρ2 = density of the rising liquid, ρ1 = density of the surrounding medium,

g = gravitational constant and R = inner radius of the capillary. For systems where
ρ1 is negligible, this static height difference h is often referred to as Jurin’s height.29
The static height difference was studied for both freshly cleaned and modified
capillaries (R = 0.5 mm) in a hexane-water system. This system was chosen because
the expected height differences are smaller than the length of the capillary (100
mm) and because data on the interfacial tension are available. A freshly cleaned
capillary gave a static height difference of 61.0 ± 1.0 mm, which is within the
experimental error of the calculated value of 60.4 mm for a fully wettable capillary.
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A modified capillary gave a static height difference of 13.5 ± 1.0 mm, from which a
contact angle of 103° can be calculated. This value is only slightly less than the
contact angle of a monolayer of 1-hexadecene on an exposed surface (105°),17
thereby showing the applicability of the photochemical modification method for
enclosed surfaces.
As both the capillary modification and the patterning of the fused silica flat
surfaces were successful, the patterning of fused silica capillaries with TFEE and
subsequent DNA attachment was investigated. Cleaned capillaries were filled with
TFEE in the controlled water-free and oxygen-free environment of a glove box, after
which the ends were capped and the capillary was illuminated for 10 hrs with UVlight. Two evident advantages are that this closed system cannot be influenced by
possible changes in the surroundings and no reagent can evaporate during the
reaction. After extensive cleaning, the capillaries were filled with a buffer containing
ANH2-Cy3, a 21-base DNA strand labelled with Cy3 (see experimental for the
sequence), for further coupling. The use of fluorescently labelled DNA was
necessary to enable characterisation by means of fluorescence imaging, also
because XPS is unsuitable for the characterisation of modified capillaries. As can be
clearly seen from Figure 3-7, this procedure allowed the photochemical patterning
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of the inner wall of the capillary. Although the transition distance of 50 μm is less
sharp compared to transition distance on the flat surface, this is to the best of our
knowledge the first reported site-specific modification and bio-functionalisation of
the inside of a microchannel. The less sharp boundary is probably caused by the
geometry of the capillary. Firstly, the capillary has a curved surface and is coated
(purchased as such) on the outside with a 15 μm thick UV-transparent coating to
maintain flexibility and easy handling. These two properties can enhance scattering
of the applied UV-light due to irregularities and therefore broaden the light-dark
transition.
a)

b)
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Figure 3-7 a) Confocal image of a modified capillary with an inner diameter of 100 μm,
which is modified with fluorescently labelled DNA ANH2-Cy3 to visualise the transition
distance. b) Overlay of fluorescent and bright field image. c) Profile histogram of the
boundary of the modified and non-modified capillary surface.

Furthermore, the “mask” used for this proof-of-principle of patterning of the
microchannels, namely a piece of black tape wrapped manually around the
capillary, is less well-defined as the SEM grid with the flat surfaces. Obviously, a less
defined mask will also result in a less defined transition. However, most reasons
described above involve technological rather than chemical problems, and they
should be avoidable with more advanced equipment. Even with this simple set-up,
it should be noted that the background fluorescence is twice as small compared to
the modified flat surface, which means minimal undesired modification of the
surface and shows selective binding of the DNA to the modified capillary wall.
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3.2.4 Hybridisation and dehybridisation experiments
Hybridisation and dehybridisation experiments were performed using non-labelled
ssDNA (ANH2, further denoted as target ANH2) for attachment to the surface. This
was done to prevent false fluorescence detection and steric hindrance due to the
size of the dyes during hybridisation. The complementary strand labelled with Cy5,
further denoted as probe AC-Cy5 was used to visualise the hybridisation in the
capillary with confocal microscopy (Scheme 3-2).
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Scheme 3-2 Reaction scheme for hybridisation experiments. From left to right a) CF3terminated layer. b) Coupling of the amine-terminated ssDNA oligomer with the estermodified surface. c) Hybridisation and dehybridisation with fluorescently labelled
complementary ssDNA oligomer.

After preparation and pre-treatment with 3 × SSC of the capillary surface with
target ANH2 a confocal microscopy image was made. The transmission mode was
used to focus on the capillary centre, whereas a fluorescence image was made as
background reference and as insurance that no false fluorescence was present
(Figure 3-8, step 1). Another confocal microscopy image was made during infusion
of the probe AC-Cy5 strand, showing a cross-section of a capillary completely filled
with a solution of labelled probe (Figure 3-8, step 2).
Since confocal microscopy showed that the fluorescence at the modified surface
still increased during the first 30 min of infusion, the probe AC-Cy5 in 3 × SSC was
flushed through the capillary with 1 μL/min for at least 30 min, even though the
fluorescent signal in the fluorescence detector stopped increasing after several
minutes. The capillary was then washed with 0.1% SDS in 2 × SSC (wash buffer) to
remove any non-specific binding. Again, a confocal microscopy image was made
showing removal of excess probe AC-Cy5. The transmission and fluorescence
image overlay confirms that fluorescence is only present on the capillary wall.
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(Figure 3-8, step 3). For dehybridisation, 0.1% SDS in 0.2 × SSC at 60 ºC was used to
remove the attached DNA leaving a non-fluorescent capillary (Figure 3-8, step 4).
This whole infusion, hybridisation and dehybridization process was also recorded
with a fluorescence detector attached to the end of the modified capillary. The
output of this recording is shown in Figure 3-10a. This online recording allows
monitoring the increase and decrease of fluorescent probe and also quantification
of the amount of dehybridised DNA-probe. For this purpose, a calibration curve
was made by plotting the recorded peak areas against the known amount of
injected target strand. It was calculated with this calibration curve that on average
1.1 × 103 fmol of DNA was immobilised per cm2, which corresponds to 6.8 × 1011
molecules of DNA/cm2. This is similar to the average reported literature values of
~1012 molecules/cm2 for DNA microchip technology.6 It should be noted though
that in our set-up, the hybridisation time was just 30 min, compared to overnight
hybridisation at elevated temperatures in other papers.1,30,31
A negative control was done using a similar modified surface with target ANH2, but
in combination with a non-complementary strand, probe NC-Atto488. The same
procedure as described above was applied to monitor the presence of fluorescence
in the capillary. As expected, no fluorescence was present after removal of the
excess of the non-complementary probe (Figure 3-9). This was also supported by
the online fluorescence detection, which also did not show any fluorescence after
the dehybridization step (Figure 3-10b)
Hybridisation

and

dehybridisation

procedures

were

repeated

with

the

complementary probe up to three cycles after which 78% efficiency was still
obtained with a 30 min recovery time. A prolonged recovery time (12 hrs) in a 3 x
SSC solution between the cycles, the efficiency increased to 88%. Several factors
could play a role in this diminished hybridisation, including a loose packing of DNA
with concomitant high interactions with the surface at the low salt concentrations
used during the dehybridisation step,32 or deamination or depurination of the
DNA.33 Hydrolysis of the bond that couples the DNA strand to the surface, which
therefore leaves the complementary strand without an anchor to attach to the
capillary, can be ruled out, because confocal imaging showed that fluorescence did
not disappear when a DNA strand was used that was fluorescently labelled at the
3’-end and coupled to the surface with the 5’-end. This was even the case when
harsh conditions like 8 M urea treatment were used for more than 10 cycles.
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Step 2

Step 1

Step 3

Step 4

Figure 3-8. A hybridisation and dehybridisation cycle followed with confocal microscopy in
fluorescence and transmission mode. Step 1 = pre-treated surface modified with target
ANH2; step 2 = infusion of probe AC-Cy5; step 3 = surface after hybridisation; step 4 surface
after dehybridization.
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Step 2

Step 1

Step 3 and 4

Figure 3-9 A negative control of a hybridisation and dehybridisation cycle followed with
confocal microscopy in fluorescence and transmission mode. Step 1 = pre-treated surface
modified with target ANH2; step 2 = infusion of probe NC Atto488; step 3/4 = surface after
hybridisation and dehybridization.
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Step 3
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Step 3

b)
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Figure 3-10 Frontal affinity chromatography with online fluorescence detection displays a
hybridisation and dehybridisation cycle. The upper profile is obtained when a
complementary strand is used, the lower profile is obtained when a non-complementary
strand is used. Step 1 = start situation, step 2 = infusion of complementary DNA strand, step
3 = wash step, step 4 = elution step.
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3.3 CONCLUSIONS
1-Alkenes with an activated ester (alkyl-C(=O)OCH2CF3) moiety can be covalently
linked in a site-specific manner onto a silicon oxide surface using UV-light at room
temperature, as shown with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), static contact
angle measurements and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). This local
attachment of an -functionalised-1-alkene works well both on flat substrates
(fused silica, borosilicate glass) and on the inside of glass microchannels, and yields
a covalently attached organic monolayer. Under these conditions, no significant
degradation of the CF3 ester takes place, and the resulting activated ester
monolayer allows a local and mild one-step coupling to a primary amine moiety.
As an example, it was shown by immobilisation of an amine-terminated ssDNA
oligomer that a complementary DNA-conjugate strand modified with a fluorescent
label can in this way be locally and reversibly attached to the inside of a
microchannel. This opens up the way to the local deposition of amine-containing
moieties like proteins, and to the local and reversible attachment of other DNAconjugates, which are becoming more and more readily available for a wide range
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of conjugates.

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
3.4.1 Chemicals and Materials
General materials
All chemicals and solvents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (the Netherlands)
and used without additional purification unless stated otherwise. The chemicals
involved for coupling and hybridisation experiments were dilutions of 20 × SSC
buffer, pH 7 (= 3 M NaCl in 3 M sodium citrate; molecular biological grade, VWR;
note: 2 × SSC is a 10 × dilution of this 20 × stock buffer, etc.), Tween-20 and
sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS, Fluka). Dichloromethane (DCM, Fisher) and
petroleum ether 40°/60° were distilled prior to use. Other used solvents were
methanol (HPLC-grade, BioSolve), hydrochloric acid (p.a. 37%, Riedel de Haën),
absolute ethanol (Merck), acetone (semiconductor grade, Riedel de Haën,) and
ultrapure water (18.3 MΩ.cm). Synthetic fused silica substrates (10 × 20 mm) used
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for surface modification were purchased from Praezisions Glas & Optik GmbH
(Germany), large diameter synthetic fused silica capillaries (i.d. = 1 mm, 100 mm
length) were obtained from Vitrocom (USA) and fused silica capillaries (i.d. = 100
μm) with a Teflon® AF fluoro-polymer external coating, TSU100375 were purchased
from Polymicro (USA). 2,2,2-Trifluoroethyl undec-10-enoate (TFEE) was synthesised
as described elsewhere.18,34

DNA probes and targets
The end-modified DNA oligonucleotides used for surface modification and
hybridisation experiments consisted of twenty-one bases and were purchased from
IBA GmbH (Germany). The ssDNA used for surface modification, (e.g. target strand),
has the following sequence: 5’-CCA CGG ACT ACT TCA AAA CTA-3’. Two targets
were used, both were modified at the 5’-end with an amine group (H2N-(CH2)6DNA), and one was additionally labelled at the 3’-end with Cy3. They are further
denoted as “A-NH2” and “ANH2-Cy3”. Also, two probes (the ssDNA not attached to
the surface) were used, one as a positive and the other as a negative control, both
labelled at the 3’-end position with Cy5 and Atto488 respectively, referred as “ACCy5” and “NC-Atto488”. The sequence for the complementary strand “AC-Cy5” was:
5’-TAG TTT TGA AGT AGT CCG TGG-3’-Cy5 and for the non-complementary strand
“NC-Atto488”: 5’-AGT ATT GAC CTA AGT ATT GAC-3’-Atto 488 was used.

Pre-treatment reaction vessels
Prior to use, glassware used for surface modification was cleaned and etched
overnight in basic detergent, followed by thorough rinsing with ultrapure water
and drying for ≥ 2 hrs at 120 ºC.

3.4.2 Instrumentation
Water contact angle measurements
Static contact angle measurements on the TFEE modified surfaces were performed
using a Krüss DSA-100 goniometer. 4 μL droplets were dispensed on the surface
and the contact angle was determined with a CCD camera using a tangential
method.
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X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS analyses were performed using a JPS-9200 photoelectron spectrometer (JEOL).
The spectra were obtained under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions using
monochromatic Al Kα X-ray radiation at 12 kV and 25 mA, using an analyzer pass
energy of 10 eV. To prevent surface charging during measurements, samples were
neutralised with electrons with a kinetic energy of 3.8 eV. Peaks were calibrated
using the C1s peak at 285.0 eV as a reference. Spectra were corrected using a linear
background subtraction before data analysis.

IR measurements
IR measurements were performed in a nitrogen atmosphere with a Bruker Tensor
27 FT-IR spectrometer equipped with a Bruker Hyperion 1000 FT-IR microscope.
The spectra were measured in transmission mode using a spectral resolution of
4 cm-1 and 4096 scans in each measurement. The raw data were divided by the
data recorded on a freshly cleaned reference fused silica slide, after which a
baseline correction was applied to give the reported spectra.
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Electronic Core Level Calculations (ECL)
All calculations were done with the GAUSSIAN03 program.35 The geometries of the
different systems were optimised at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. Natural
bond orbital (NBO) analysis36 was employed to obtain the core orbital energies.

Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
The samples were measured dry or in ultrapure water with a TCS SP2 AOBS Leica
confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany)
mounted on an inverted DM IRE2 microscope, using an HC PL FLUOTAR 10.0
objective. The focus median was kept at its maximum for all samples and
transmission images were also made for orientation in the fluorescent images. The
following settings were maintained constant for all measurements, unless stated
otherwise: laser intensity (50%), pinhole (200 or 250 μm), photomultiplier (600 V),
box size (512  512), number of scans (8 averaged), scan speed (400 Hz) and no
zoom factor. The Ar and He/Ne lasers were used to excite the three employed
probes at 488 nm (Atto488), 514 nm (Cy3) and 633 nm (Cy5), with emission ranges
of 500-580 nm, 530-600 nm, and 640-750 nm, respectively. Sequential imaging was
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applied when necessary. The intensity profiles were made with the ImageJ program
after background subtraction.

Fluorescence detection
Hybridisation and dehybridisation experiments were done online with a Jasco FP1520 intelligent fluorescence detector equipped with a capillary flow cell (75 μm
i.d.). The time profiles were recorded with a Shimadzu C-R6A Chromatopac
integrator. The complementary strand AC-Cy5 was excited at λ = 633 nm and
measured at its emission maximum λmax = 670 nm. The non-complementary strand
NC-Atto488 was excited at λ = 488 nm and measured at its emission maximum λmax
= 520 nm.

3.4.3 Methods
Cleaning and hydroxyl formation
A fused silica slide was cleaned by sonication in acetone for 5 min. After drying
with argon, the slide was immersed in a freshly prepared 1:1 (v:v) mixture of HCl
and methanol for 45 min. The cleaned slide was ready for modification after rinsing
with ultrapure water and drying with argon.
The same cleaning procedure was applied for the large diameter fused silica
capillaries, but these were additionally dried at 120 ºC for 30 min. Cleaning of small
diameter fused silica capillaries was performed by flushing for 20 min at 20 μL/min
with the following solvents: acetone, ultrapure water, 1 M NaOH (1 hr), ultrapure
water, 1 M HCl, ultrapure water, and acetone, respectively. Afterwards the capillaries
were dried with argon.

Surface modification
The modification of a fused silica slide was performed in a specially designed
quartz flask as described previously.17 Neat TFEE (1.5-2 mL) was deoxygenated by
three consecutive freeze-pump-thaw cycles, after which the liquid was frozen again
under argon. The cleaned fused silica sample was added, and vacuum was applied
again until the TFEE had molten completely and the slide could be immersed. Two
low-pressure mercury lamps (254 nm, 6.0 mW/cm2, Jelight, USA) were placed in
front of the fused silica slide at a distance of approximately 0.5 cm, and the sample
was irradiated for 10 hrs. The setup was wrapped in aluminium foil and kept under
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a slight argon overpressure during the entire process. After illumination, the sample
was removed from the reaction flask and cleaned by rinsing with petroleum ether
40°/60°, dichloromethane, and ethanol, respectively. Subsequently, the sample was
sonicated in ethanol and dichloromethane (5 min per solvent), and then finally
dried with argon.
The modification of cleaned and dried large diameter capillaries was performed in
a glove box (MBraun MB20G, <0.1 ppm H2O, <0.1 ppm O2) under an argon
atmosphere. The capillaries were immersed in 1-hexadecene and covered with a
fused quartz microscope slide (Alfa Aesar), followed by irradiation for 10 hrs using
two low-pressure UV-lamps. Afterwards, the capillaries were cleaned as described
above.

Patterning
Patterning experiments of both glass slides and capillaries were performed in a
glove box using degassed TFEE. For patterning of a fused silica slide, the neat
alkene was carefully dropped on the surface, until the surface was completely
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covered with a thin liquid film. Then the mask, an electron microscopy grid (SEM
F1, Au, Gilder Grids) was carefully placed on top, followed by a fused quartz cover,
which was used to reduce evaporation of the alkene and to absorb any 185 nm
light emitted by the mercury lamp. Black paper was put underneath the substrate
to minimize light scattering and reflection. A mercury lamp (Jelight) was placed
directly above the cover. After irradiation for 10 hrs, the samples were taken out of
the glove box and cleaned as described above.
Patterning of the fused silica capillary was done by filling the capillary with TFEE
and capping it on both ends with gas chromatography septa. The capillary was
secured with black tape between a support that was covered with black paper and
a mask with a window of ~0.5 × 0.5 cm. The same fused quartz cover, lamp and
illumination time were used as for the silica slides.

Attachment of the oligonucleotides
For the attachment, the DNA oligomers were dissolved in 3  SSC buffer to a
concentration of 5 μM. The modified surface was submerged in the DNA-probe
solution for at least 12 hrs at RT or 24 hrs at 4 ºC. The solution was refreshed every
4 hrs for the attachment in the capillary or shaken gently for attachment on the
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slide. After modification, the samples were rinsed thoroughly with 0.2  SSC buffer
with 0.1% SDS and stored in 3  SSC buffer at 4 ºC. Probe “ANH2-Cy3” was used to
visualise the patterning on the surfaces, and the probe without label was used for
hybridisation experiments.
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(Figure on the right page: Schematic picture of the three-enzyme cascade reaction inside a
microchannel as described in this chapter. The arrow represents the reagents in the solvent.
A = glucose mono acetate, B = glucose, C glucolactone, D = ABTS, E = ABTS•+ (see Scheme
4-1) for more detailed information).

Chapter 4
A DNA-BASED STRATEGY FOR DYNAMIC POSITIONAL ENZYME
IMMOBILISATION INSIDE FUSED SILICA MICROCHANNELS
A three-enzyme cascade reaction was successfully realised in a continuous flow
microreactor. The first enzyme (Candida antarctica lipase B, also known as

Pseudozyma antarctica lipase B) and the third enzyme (horseradish peroxidase) of
the cascade process were immobilised in a mild non-contact manner via ssDNAssDNA interaction in discrete zones on the capillary wall, whereas the second
enzyme (glucose oxidase) was kept in the mobile phase. The unique and combined
feature of patterning, possibility of loading and stripping, and modularity in a fused
silica microchannel is demonstrated. By changing the distance between the two
enzyme patches, the reaction time available for glucose oxidase could be
independently and modularly varied. The reusability of the enzymatic microfluidic
system was shown by using the hybridisation and dehybridisation capabilities of
DNA as a tool for subsequent enzyme immobilisation and removal.
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Chapter 4

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Enzymes in microfluidic devices have been used for many applications including
chemical analysis of proteins and nucleic acids, kinetic studies, bio-catalysis and
biosynthesis, which are elaborately discussed in several recent reviews.1-6

,2,3,4,5,6

Microfluidic bio-catalytic systems are particularly of interest for screening purposes
since such devices allow the use of minute amounts of enzymes and can easily be
adapted for high-throughput analysis. An important aspect that improves the
versatility of enzyme microreactors is enzyme immobilisation, for at least four
reasons: enabling repeated use of enzymes, simplification of product separation,
facilitation of continuous flow processes, and increasing the stability of the
immobilised enzymes.7,8
It would be furthermore highly beneficial if enzymes could be immobilised with a
high level of spatial control. The advantage of this is that the reaction will only take
place in defined areas, allowing control over the residence times of the reagent in
the proximity of the immobilised enzymes. Localised immobilisation of enzymes (or
other biomolecules) generally involves patterning by mechanical contact, such as
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stamping,9 spotting,10 or grafting,11 which requires direct contact with the surface.
Patterning in an enclosed environment, for instance capillaries, however, requires
contact-free techniques, such as electrochemical patterning12 or UV-patterning. The
first method mentioned requires a specially designed microreactor, which has a
built-in electrode to provide the necessary electrical current. UV-irradiation on the
other hand, needs only a UV-transparent substrate. The benefit of using UVtransparent substrates, such as quartz or fused silica, is that they are very well
compatible with current optical detection and analysis methods, which are in
general the primary methods of analysis in the field of molecular biology and
biochemistry. Additional advantages of using glass-like materials are their high
chemical stability, pressure resistance and the ease with which they can be
modified.
The majority of the reports on UV-irradiation to pattern and immobilise enzymes
onto glass-like surfaces are based on destructive lithography methods.13,14 In
general an entire microchannel is functionalised with a photo-sensitive linker, which
then can be locally cleaved, leaving a reactive moiety to which the enzyme or
protein can be immobilised. Only few examples use UV-irradiation as a constructive
method for patterning.14,15
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Scheme 4-1 a) Reaction scheme of the 3-enzyme cascade reaction. Glucose mono-acetate
(1-O-acetyl-β-D-glucopyranose) 1 is hydrolysed by CalB to produce glucose 2, which is
subsequently oxidised by glucose oxidase (GOx) to gluconolactone 3 producing H2O2 as a
•
side product. HRP uses H2O2 to convert ABTS 4 into ABTS +. 5 b) Schematic representation
of the microfluidic set-up used for performing a cascade reaction. The patches represent the
immobilised enzymes CalB and HRP (GOx is carried along by the mobile phase; see text) and
the rectangles represent the zero dead-volume PEEK connectors.

One example demonstrates the proof-of-principle of highly defined DNA
patterning within microchannels using intensive UV-irradiation. Amino-terminated
DNA reacts during UV-irradiation with the photoactive linker.14 This methodology
has to be applied with care, however, as UV-irradiation can damage DNA.16
Recently, we also reported a constructive lithography method, which can be used
to immobilise molecules of interest, such as enzymes, to the surface in just 3
steps.17 The abovementioned examples all immobilise ssDNA as a non-covalent
linker for the attachment of biomolecules, which has the extra benefit that the
immobilisation process is reversible. As a result, removal and subsequent reloading
of batches of enzymes can in principle be performed without having to construct a
new microreactor set-up. Furthermore, modularity could be greatly enhanced when
modified microchannels can be placed in series. The success of reversible and
positional immobilisation depends on the specificity of the recognition site and the
strength of the bond. An example of a well-known highly specific binding
interaction is that of biotin with streptavidin. Unfortunately, binding is so strong (Kd
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= ~10-14-10-15 M) that it almost resembles a covalent bond and therefore does not
make the most suitable candidate for reversible binding.6
A weaker binding is based on the interaction of nickel nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA)
with the hexahistidine-tag (His-Tag). The main advantage is that this moiety allows
attachment of the enzyme to the surface with a known orientation, because the
His-Tag can be easily built in at the N- or C-terminus via genetic engineering.18
Recycling of the surface is easy and can be done by using a highly concentrated
solution of a competitive binding reagent such as ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid
(EDTA). However, the Ni-NTA His-Tag interaction is relatively weak (Kd = ~10-6 M)
and not too specific, thus a gradual loss of the enzyme is a considerable risk.4
Immobilisation of enzymes with DNA oligonucleotides is therefore an interesting
alternative. DNA has a unique molecular recognition property, which allows it to
bind to its complementary strand with high specificity and affinity. The binding
constant of a short (random) oligonucleotide sequence of about 21 bases long (Kd
= ~10-7 to 10-9 M)19 will be somewhat between that of the biotin-streptavidin and
the Ni-NTA/His-Tag interactions, making a robust yet recyclable system possible.
This specific binding feature is for instance applied in DNA microarray technology,
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which is mainly used for DNA and RNA analyses.20
In the last decade, multiple attempts have been made to convert DNA microarrays
into protein arrays using this DNA-directed immobilisation (DDI) strategy.19,21,22 In
the work presented here, we demonstrate the reversible immobilisation of enzymes
involved in a three-enzyme cascade reaction via the DDI technique, using
constructive photolithography in a closed fused silica microchannel (Scheme 4-1).
Advantages over existing procedures are: (1) no direct printing/contact (i.e. can be
applied inside a channel); (2) no UV-light necessary during immobilisation of DNA
or enzyme, avoiding decomposition; (3) the active group (ssDNA) can be
regenerated in contrast to e.g. epoxide groups. The non-covalent immobilisation
method enables a facile reuse of the capillary microreactor. The unique modular
approach followed allows for the creation of well-defined patches of enzymes with
respect to loading and distance to each other. Since the distance between the
immobilised first (Candida antarctica lipase B) and third (horseradish peroxidase)
enzyme can be varied at will, the reaction time of the second enzyme (glucose
oxidase), which is present in the reagent flow, can be varied independently from the
other two, which is beneficial when more insight is needed in complex multistep
reactions.
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4.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.2.1 Preparation of the DNA modified capillary
Fused silica capillaries were locally modified at the inside of the microchannel with
ssDNA using the method described in chapter 3.17,23 In comparison with earlier
results it was noticed that more DNA was attached to the surface when a higher
concentration of amino-terminated DNA was used. Therefore, the concentration of
DNA was increased from 5 μM to 50 μM. This improved degree of functionalisation
upon increasing the concentration of the nucleophilic species can be explained by
the fact that the coupling of the amino-terminated DNA to the TFEE modified
surface is competitive with the hydrolysis of the TFEE, due to the aqueous reaction
conditions during the coupling.
It was furthermore observed that within 30 min about 80% of the DNA was
attached to the surface relative to a sample, which had reacted for 24 hrs (Figure 41). This indicates that the coupling reaction is relatively fast and that the first half
hour of contact is critical for the amount of coupled DNA.
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Figure 4-1 Increase of the normalised fluorescence intensity over reaction time upon
attachment of Cy3 labelled-DNA (relative to fluorescence obtained after 24 hrs of reaction
(λex = 514 nm, λem = 530-600 nm).
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4.2.2 DNA-CalB conjugates
Bio-conjugation of proteins or enzymes with another moiety is often performed via
attachment to cysteine and lysine residues, which contain reactive thiol and amine
groups, respectively. Bi-functional cross-linkers including maleimide or Nhydroxysuccinimide groups are often preferred for their mild and effective coupling
properties. However, modification via these moieties can result in changes in the
structural integrity or random functionalisation of enzymes, leading to possible
inactive enzymes in many variations.
Coupling tools that are more selective have therefore been developed, which
enable targeted local introduction of unnatural amino acids.24 Examples include
incorporation of alkyne and azide functionalities in proteins via genetic
engineering techniques.25-27,26,27

Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB) was modified via such method by replacing the
methionines with azido-homoalanine residues.42 Results showed that the enzyme
remained active. Moreover, it became clear that just one azido-homoalanine
residue, located at the N-terminus was sufficiently exposed to be reactive towards
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acetylene moieties.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4-2 SDS-gels displaying the MW and degree of purity of the obtained DNA-enzyme
constructs, a) Coomassie stained SDS-gel of the reaction of azido-homoalanine functional
CalB (AHA-CalB) with alkyne-modified ssDNA. Lane 2 AHA-CalB, lane 3 unreacted AHA-CalB
(lower band) and CalB conjugated to DNA (DNA-CalB, upper band). b) Near-IR fluorescence
scan of Coomassie-stained gel. Lane 2 AHA-CalB; lane 3 crude reaction mixture AHA-CalB
and DNA-CalB. c) Silver-stained gel of the separate fractions after FPLC. Lane 1 CalB as
reference; lane 3 DNA-CalB; lane 4 unreacted AHA-CalB. d) Agarose gel, stained with
ethidium bromide, lane 1 DNA marker, lane 2 amino-terminated DNA (21 bp), lane 3 DNACalB after FPLC.
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This knowledge was used to obtain a site-specifically modified CalB. By coupling a
DNA strand with an acetylene functionality (MW = 6.5 kDa) to the azidohomoalanine-modified CalB (AHA-CalB) a construct was acquired, which could be
used to immobilise the enzyme in a particular orientation at allocated areas.
The attachment of the DNA to the enzyme was analysed with gel electrophoresis
(Figure 4-2a). A single band with an additional mass of 6.5 kDa appeared above the
band of AHA-CalB after the Cu(I)-catalysed click reaction, indicating a successful
attachment. The product conversion was estimated to be about 70% from
quantification of the signal intensity of a near-IR fluorescence scan Figure 4-2b).
The reaction mixture was purified on a Fast Protein Liquid Chromatography (FPLC)
system, using a size-exclusion column. The FPLC trace at 280 nm showed two peaks
(Figure 4-3), one from the DNA-CalB conjugate and one from the non-reacted
AHA-CalB.
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Figure 4-3 The FPLC trace after purification of the copper catalysed reaction mixture. The
left peak represents the DNA-CalB and the right peak the non-reacted AHA-CalB.
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Figure 4-4 The enzyme activity of each fraction after FPLC purification.
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4.2.2.1 Analysis of DNA-CalB
As can be seen from the FPLC traces, the areas of the peaks do not correspond with
the expected conversion of the click-reaction from the SDS-PAGE gels (Figure 4-2
and Figure 4-3). For confirmation, a sample was taken from each peak. The silver
stained SDS-PAGE gel (Figure 4-2c), shows that the left peak is indeed the expected
DNA-CalB and the right peak is confirmed to be the non-reacted AHA-CalB. Similar
volumes at the maximum of each peak were taken and the enzyme activity was
compared. As can be clearly seen in Figure 4-4, the left peak contains more enzyme
than the right peak, which is in accordance with the SDS-PAGE gel analysis. The
high peak area of the right peak is therefore accredited to YodA (a stress protein of
~22 kDa, which cannot be separated from the AHA-CalB by FPLC), which is also
present on the SDS-PAGE gel. Together with the molecular weight increase as
observed with SDS-PAGE, this indicates that indeed only one DNA strand reacted
with the AHA-CalB, even though 10 equivalents were added to the reaction
mixture. No free DNA was detectable in AHA-CalB after reaction and purification
(Figure 4-2d).
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4.2.2.2 Determination of lipase activity
The specific activity of the DNA-CalB conjugate was compared to the natural
methionine-containing CalB (Met-CalB) and the engineered AHA-CalB in solution
(Figure 4-5). The enzyme concentration of Met-CalB or AHA-CalB is normally
determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm with a Nanodrop ND-1000
spectrometer. However, in this case the concentration of DNA-CalB could not be
determined in this way, because the sample was too diluted and additionally
hampered as DNA also absorbs in the 280 nm region, making a good estimation of
the enzyme concentration with the Nanodrop impossible. Therefore, the
concentration of DNA-CalB was determined by calculating the amount of
converted AHA-CalB with the information obtained from the near-IR scan (Figure
4-2b).
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Figure 4-5 Relative specific activity in solution of the CalB derivatives under current study
(formation of pNP followed by absorbance at 405 nm).

The conditions used for the enzyme activity assay were the same as earlier reported
in order to compare results.28,42 The activities of Met-CalB, AHA-CalB and DNA-CalB
were determined to be 28, 25.4 and 15.4 μmol.min-1.mg-1, respectively. This relative
decrease in activity of CalB after the click reaction was consistent with literature
values, and was most likely caused by the reagents used during the Cu-catalysed
click reaction.29,30
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It is therefore expected that more of the enzymatic activity can be retained, when
Cu-free conditions, e.g. using strain-promoted cyclo-additions,31,32 can be used to
obtain the construct, as was recently shown in an example where a PEG moiety was
coupled to CalB.33

4.2.3 CalB activity in device
The DNA-CalB conjugate was attached to the capillary wall via hybridisation with
the immobilised complementary ssDNA, according to an earlier described
procedure.19
A fresh substrate solution of para-nitrophenyl butyrate (pNPB) was used for each
measurement. The system was allowed to stabilise at 10 μL.min-1 for at least 5 min
before the flow was set to 0.5 μL.min-1. The maximum absorbance was compared to
the absorbance of solutions with known concentrations of para-nitrophenolate
(pNP). From this calibration curve, the concentration of the converted amount of

pNP was derived.
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4.2.3.1 Calculation of the amount of immobilised DNA-CalB
A conservative estimation of the amount of immobilised CalB was made by backcalculation of the highest concentration of converted substrate in the system under
optimal conditions (i.e. determined via Vmax). Furthermore, for the calculation of
immobilised DNA-CalB, the assumption was made that the activity of DNA-CalB
was not affected by immobilisation and that the activity was the same as in bulk
solution, namely 15.4 μmol pNP per min per mg DNA-CalB.
The Lambert-Beer equation was used to determine the concentration of the
product pNP, where A = measured absorbance, ε = extinction coefficient, l = length
of UV-cell, c = concentration of the solution.
1
The extinction coefficient ε for pNP on the Knauer K2501 UV-detector with a 45 nL
flow cell and path length of 1 cm, was determined to be 2340 L.mol-1.cm-1. And the
absorption at the maximum conversion of pNPB to pNP by the immobilised CalB
was determined to be ~180 mAU (e.g. when [S] >> [E]). According to these
numbers the concentration of converted pNP per min was 62 μmol/dm3.
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Similar values were found in the Michaelis Menten curve and in the Eadie Hofstee
plot (Vmax = 61 ± 1 μM/min) (see Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7), which also indirectly
implies that the immobilised enzymes are not limited by substrate diffusion and are
seemingly behaving as in solution.34

a)

b)

Figure 4-6 a) The calibration curve of pNP for the Knauer K2501 with a 45 nL flow cell, on
the left, and b) the measured Michaelis Menten diagram on the right. Due to solubility issues
of the substrate pNPB higher concentrations were not used.

a)

b)

Figure 4-7 a) The Eadie Hofstee plot and b) the Lineweaver-Burk plot were derived from the
Michaelis Menten diagram in Figure 4-6b.

As the flow in the capillary system was 0.5 μL/min, c has to be multiplied with the
flow rate, resulting in 31 × 10-6 μmol product formed per min. The 6 cm patch of
immobilised enzyme DNA-CalB (with an activity of 15.4 μmol product/min/mg
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enzyme) used in these experiments therefore contained 2 × 10-6 mg enzyme.
Standardisation to the number of enzymes per cm2 therefore amounted to:
2

10 mg
∗ 6.02214
34000 Da

10

∗ 5.3

2

10 enzymes/cm

In chapter 3, it was determined that on average 7 × 1011 DNA strands per cm2 were
available to bind the complementary strand.17 This corresponds to a 30% molecule
coverage of the available DNA on the surface, i.e. close to what could be maximally
expected given the bulkiness of the enzyme (diameter of dsDNA = 2 nm; diameter
CalB = 5 nm).35
To ensure that the converted amount of pNPB is not limited by the amount of
substrate, we calculated whether the diffusion distance of the substrate to the
capillary wall during the residence time was not a limiting factor. This is particularly
important because the enzyme is only present on the wall of the capillary. The
diffusion distance of pNPB was calculated for several flow rates.
The probability that any substrate molecule will move with a net diffusion distance
94

<x> within a given time t, in a solvent with concentration c and diffusion constant
(D) can be calculated with:36

2

2

also known as the random-walk equation. The net diffusion distance or diffusion
length <x> will give insight whether the substrate is able to move from one side to
the other side of the capillary to supply the immobilised enzymes with new
substrate. However, in order to calculate <x>, D and t have to be determined. As
for the diffusion constant, this can be derived from the Stokes-Einstein equation:

6

3

where k stands for the Boltzmann constant and is = 1.38 × 10−23 kg.m2.s−1.K−1, the
temperature is T = 298 K, the viscosity of the eluent is

water

= 0.891 × 10−3

kg.m−1.s−1 and the diameter α of the substrate, pNPB is roughly 1 nm. Filling in all
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the numbers results in D = 2.45 × 10−10 m2.s−1, which is within the range for small
molecules in an aqueous system.
The residence time t is the time spent by the substrate floating along the 6 cm
patch of immobilised enzyme. As the flow rate is known, the total volume of a
patch of 6 cm immobilised enzyme of a capillary with an i.d. 100 μm (r = 50 μm)
had to be determined:
471

10

m

470 nL

where V stands for volume in L, r is the radius and h is the length of the capillary in
meters.
The residence time t, was then calculated by dividing this volume by the applied
flow rate as shown below for a flow rate of 0.25 μL.min-1, giving t0.25 μL/min = 113 s

t0.50 μL/min = 56.5 s and t1.0 μL/min = 28 s. respectively.
Filling in the calculated diffusion rates and residence times for the designated flow
rates in the random-walk equation, gave the respective diffusion distances of 188
μm, 133 μm and 94 μm. Since the radius of the capillary is only 50 μm, it is unlikely
that the supply of pNPB to the wall-bound enzyme is limited by diffusion, as long
as the flow rate is kept below 1.00 μL.min-1.

4.2.4 Reattaching a new batch of DNA-CalB conjugate
CalB is a very robust enzyme and immobilised CalB remains active even after 2
months of storage. However, the activity will decrease over time when the enzyme
is continuously used. To postpone the disposal of the capillary after deactivation of
the enzyme, the enzyme can be removed by dehybridisation of the DNA and
reattachment of new enzymes by flushing with another batch of DNA-linked
enzyme. This should prolong the lifetime of the modified capillary considerably.
The immobilised enzyme was removed by rinsing the capillary for 30 s with 0.1 M
NaOH, after which no residual enzymatic activity could be detected. Because it is
likely that the surface will be damaged after prolonged exposure to a significant
concentration of NaOH, the contact time was kept as short as possible. After
regeneration, rehybridisation was performed under conditions identical to those of
the initial hybridisation step.
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These stripping and reloading experiments were repeated for five cycles and
performed in triplicate. After each dehybridisation step, it was ascertained that the

Remaining activity after recovery (in %)

activity was zero, showing that dehybridisation was complete.
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Figure 4-8 Normalised activity of the immobilised enzyme after one to five
hybridisation/dehybridisation cycles (with respect to the first measurement). Each point
represents an average of 3 measurements obtained from different microchannels with
immobilised DNA-CalB. The data points “strip 1-4” correspond to the activity of the
microchannel after removal of DNA-CalB.

The normalised results, compared to the initially observed activity after the first
hybridisation step of this recycling method, are depicted in Figure 4-8. It can be
concluded from this figure that recycling is possible and about 60% of the initial
activity is still maintained after five cycles, similar to literature reports on stripping
and re-using DNA microarrays.37-39 The observed diminishing activity, however, did
,38,39

not lead to any mismatched hybridisation.

4.2.5 Three-enzyme cascade reaction
The versatility and usability of the abovementioned method, which allows
immobilisation of any desired DNA-enzyme conjugate selectively at allocated
areas, was subsequently demonstrated by execution of a well-studied bio-catalytic
cascade reaction,40 as shown in Scheme 4-1. For this purpose DNA-CalB was
immobilised onto the first patch. GOx was left in solution as it is the ‘‘slowest’’
enzyme in the sequence. Azido-functionalised HRP was prepared following
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literature procedures43 and coupled with CuAAC to hexynyl-5’-AGT ATT GAC CTA
AGT ATT GAC-3’, under similar conditions as applied for DNA-CalB to obtain DNAHRP. As previous findings showed that unreacted CalB did not bind to the modified
capillaries, the DNA-HRP was only filter dialysed to remove the excess of unreacted
DNA. As can be seen in the SDS-gel in Figure 4-9a, the DNA-HRP conjugate was
formed, although not as effective as for DNA-CalB. The lower coupling efficiency is
most likely due to the fact that the available azide groups of azido-HRP are
sterically more hindered than the specially engineered AHA-CalB. Furthermore, the
agarose gel in Figure 4-9b shows that the fraction after filter dialysis did not
contain any unbound DNA fragments.
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a)

b)

Figure 4-9 a) A Coomassie stained SDS-gel with DNA-HRP and HRP-N3 (lane 1), HRP-N3
starting material (lane 2) and the marker (lane 3). b) An ethidium bromide-stained agarose
gel. In lane 1 the DNA-HRP conjugate after 3 consecutive dialysis cycles is shown, lane 2 and
3 are non-functionalised DNA in PBS and SSC buffer, respectively, and in lane 4 a DNA
marker for small fragments is visualised.

The capillaries were pre-treated with 3 × SSC for 30 min before adding DNA-CalB
or DNA-HRP. The flow was set to 0.5 μL.min-1 and the conjugates were left to bind
for at least another 30 min. After binding the capillary was rinsed with PBS and PBS
+ 0.1% Tween-20 for another 10 min each. The capillaries were then connected in
series with zero-dead volume connectors and Luer lock fittings to the syringe
pump until any air bubbles had disappeared. Then the loaded capillaries were
attached to the nanoflow cell of the UV-detector.
Each catalysis experiment was started by flushing the system with PBS without any
substrate, until the baseline was stable. Then the solvent was switched to the
substrate mixture at a flow of 10 μL.min-1 until again the baseline was stable. After
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this, the flow was decreased to the desired flow rate of 0.25, 0.50 or 1.0 μL.min-1.
No product formation was detected when the enzymes were put in reversed order
(e.g. HRP before CalB (Figure 4-10 and Scheme 4-1). The actual measurement
shows increase of product formation (Figure 4-11), while the flow rate slowly
stabilises until product formation remained constant. As additional controls, (1)
DNA-CalB and DNA-HRP were flushed through a non-modified capillary, (2) DNACalB was flushed through the capillary containing DNA-B (the non-complementary
strand) and (3) this procedure was also performed for DNA-HRP through a capillary
containing DNA-A. In none of the controls was conversion of any substrates (pNPB
to pNP for DNA-CalB and ABTS + H2O2 to ABTS•++ H2O for DNA-HRP) detected.
Two parameters were varied: 1) the distance – from 10 to 50 cm – between the
enzyme patches (each of 6 cm width), in order to change the available reaction
time for GOx independently of the immobilised enzymes; 2) the total reaction time
of the cascade system, in order to conclude whether GOx is indeed the only
limiting factor of the cascade reaction.

12

Absorbance at 640 nm (in mAU)
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Figure 4-10 Product absorbance measurement of a three-enzyme cascade reaction (CalB,
GOx and HRP, where the first and third enzyme are immobilised and the second resides in
the mobile phase) at different flow rates and different distances between immobilised
enzyme 1 (CalB) and 2 (HRP). The patches of immobilised enzymes were 6 cm long, i.d. =
100 μm in PBS pH 7.

As expected, product formation was increased as the spatial distance between the
first and last enzyme was enlarged. This confirms that GOx has a lower turnover
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speed than CalB and HRP. However, we found that a five times larger spacing did
not result in five times more product, which would indicate that GOx at this
prolonged reaction time is not the limiting factor anymore in the performed
reaction. Moreover, the increase in conversion by enlarging the spatial distance was
different for 0.25 μL.min-1 than for 1.0 μL.min-1. It was found that this effect was
relatively larger for lower flow rates than for higher flow rates. It seems that halving
the flow rate, i.e. doubling the reaction time, results in only ~√2 increase of end
product formation, which was observed for both spatial distances. This suggests
that diffusion of at least one of the substrates could play a fairly important role in
this given example. The importance of diffusion is supported by the fact that the
random-walk equation shows that the diffusion distance is correlated with the

Absorbance at 640 nm (in mAU)

Absorbance at 640 nm (in mAU)

diffusion time with a factor of √2 (see eqn. (2)).

a)
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b)

Figure 4-11 The actual absorbance increase during stabilisation of the flow rate. The
horizontal dotted lines indicate the maximum substrate conversion for each flow speed. a)
The patches of CalB and HRP are 10 cm apart from each other. b) The distance between the
patches of CalB and HRP was increased to 50 cm.

Multi-enzyme cascade reactions are kinetically complex. The understanding thereof
thus relies on detailed knowledge of each enzyme reaction step and the influence
that the previous step has on the following reaction. Other aspects that increase
the complexity of a multi-enzyme cascade reaction are initial substrate
concentrations, rate of substrate supply, substrate depletion and enzyme
concentration.41 Therefore, there is a need for a method to vary each of the
parameters independently, which can be used to increase the understanding of the
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system and to optimise the reaction sequence. The set-up as depicted in Figure 412 allows the creation of well-defined patches of enzymes inside the microchannel.
As a result, the amounts of enzyme present and the reaction time for a specific
enzyme are controlled. Secondly, the modularity of the system allows the execution
of multi-step enzymatic reactions by placing the well-defined modified capillaries
in sequential order. Because the system is modular, the reaction conditions can be
tailored such that reaction conditions can be adjusted independently for a single
enzyme. Our findings with the three-enzyme cascade reaction show that such a
system can be used to obtain more insight in the kinetics of a complicated reaction
sequence, which is demonstrated here by independently adjusting the reaction
time of one enzyme without changing enzyme or substrate concentrations.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS
Oligonucleotide-enzyme constructs, such as DNA-CalB and DNA-HRP, both
obtained by Cu-catalysed alkyne-azide cyclo-additions, were locally immobilised
100

within discrete zones inside a microchannel, using constructive photolithographic
techniques. A three-step enzymatic cascade was performed using the assembled
enzymatic microreactor, placing DNA-CalB and DNA-HRP in sequential order and
leaving the enzyme glucose oxidase in solution. This modular approach allows tight
control of the reaction conditions and enables easy fine-tuning to get a better
understanding of the role of a single enzyme within a multi-enzyme reaction.
Advantages over existing procedures are that the active moieties can be applied on
the inside of capillary, the enzyme immobilisation step is very mild and the enzyme,
once denaturated, can be easily replaced by fresh enzyme without having to
change the capillary or active moiety (ssDNA). The latter feature allows an easy and
effective reusability of the microfluidic system. This was demonstrated by repetitive
stripping and reloading of the microchannel.
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4.4 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.4.1 Chemicals and materials
General materials
Fused silica capillaries (i.d. = 100 μm) with a Teflon® AF fluoro-polymer external
coating, TSU100375, were purchased from Polymicro (USA). Candida antarctica
lipase B and its azide-functionalised counterpart (AHA-CalB) as well as the azidefunctionalised horseradish peroxidase (azido-HRP) and the substrate glucose
mono-acetate (1-O-acetyl-D-gluco-pyranose, further denoted as Gluc-Ac), were
obtained as described elsewhere.42,43 Horseradish peroxidase (E.C. 1.11.1.7) type VI
and glucose oxidase (E.C. 1.1.3.4) type X-S from Aspergillus niger were purchased
from Sigma (BioChemika). The remaining reagents and surfactants were obtained
from Sigma Aldrich. Tris ((1-((O-ethyl) carboxymethyl)-(1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)) methyl)
amine, further denoted as the tris-triazole ligand, used for the copper-catalysed
acetylene azide cyclo-addition (CuAAC) was synthesised following literature
procedures.44,45
Saline sodium citrate buffer (SSC) was obtained from VWR as a 20 × stock buffer
and diluted 6.6 or 100 times to obtain 3 and 0.2 × SSC respectively (the latter thus
being 3 mM sodium citrate and 30 mM NaCl), which was used for the
functionalisation of the microchannel. Phosphate-buffered saline (50 mM NaH2PO4,
150 mM NaCl, calibrated with NaOH to pH 7, further denoted as PBS) was used for
hybridisation and kinetic studies. The DNA was purchased from IBA GmbH and
used without any further purification. DNA-A: H2N–(CH2)6–5’–CCA CGG ACT ACT
TCA AAA CTA–3’ (complementary strand for DNA-CalB) and DNA-B: H2N–(CH2)6–5’–
GTC AAT ACT TAG GTC AAT ACT–3’ (complementary strand for DNA-HRP) were
used for surface attachment. DNA-AC: hexynyl–5’–TAG TTT TGA AGT AGT CCG
TGG–3’ (complementary strand of DNA-A, to be used for conjugation with CalB)
and DNA-BC: hexynyl–5’–AGT ATT GAC CTA AGT ATT GAC–3’ (complementary
strand of DNA-B, to be used for conjugation with HRP) were used to make the
DNA-enzyme conjugates.
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4.4.2 Instrumentation
The

microreactor

set-up

for

monitoring

the

activity

of

immobilised enzymes
The two microchannels with immobilised enzymes were connected with each other
via a piece of unmodified fused silica tubing of variable length. Via additional
pieces of fused silica tubing, the enzyme cascade was connected to a 500 μL
syringe pump and the UV-detector (Figure 4-12). All connections were made with
Upchurch Luer lock connections and zero-dead volume PEEK microtight unions (P720). The substrate was pumped through the enzyme reactor with this syringe
pump to a 45 nL flow cell (1 cm path length) in a Knauer K2501 UV-VIS detector,
where detection took place. Data were further analysed by a computer. The
temperature was maintained at 25 °C with a water bath.

UVVIS
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Computer
Figure 4-12 Schematic overview of the set-up used for monitoring substrate conversion of
the immobilised enzyme in a capillary.

4.4.3 Methods
Synthesis of DNA-CalB conjugate
The DNA-CalB conjugate was synthesised using the copper-catalysed click reaction
with the azide-functionalised CalB (AHA-CalB) and DNA-AC as described
previously.46 In short, ten eq. of acetylene-terminated DNA was added together
with 15 μM of AHA-CalB (1 eq.) and the ‘‘click-mix’’, consisting of 2 mM CuSO4.5
H2O (130 eq.), 2.5 mM ascorbate (170 eq.), and 4 mM tris-triazole ligand (260 eq.).
This mixture was stirred overnight at 21 °C at 600 rpm. The reaction mixture was
then purified by FPLC using a Superdex 75 column with PBS as eluent. Protein
samples were analysed by electrophoresis on 12% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels
followed by Coomassie or silver staining.
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Preparation of DNA-HRP
The DNA-HRP conjugate was synthesised under the same conditions as the DNACalB. In this case the azido-HRP was coupled to DNA-BC and analysed with SDSPAGE. Excess of DNA and click-mix were removed by 3 spin-dialysis cycles with an
AmiconUltra 0.5 centrifugal filter device 10,000 NMWL filter unit with MilliQ. The
concentrated mixture of DNA-HRP and unreacted azido-HRP was diluted in PBS for
storage. No further purification was applied.

Lipase activity measurements
Lipase activity of Met-CalB (natural CalB), AHA-CalB and DNA-CalB in solution was
determined by the rate of hydrolysis of the substrate para-nitrophenyl butyrate
(pNPB). The assays were carried out with 80 nM enzyme in PBS, 5% isopropanol
and 0.1% (w/v) Triton X-100 with variable concentrations of pNPB ranging from
0.05–1.75 mM. The product formation of para-nitrophenol (pNP) was monitored via
the absorbance at 405 nm over time at a set temperature of 25 °C with a Wallac
Multilabel Counter 1420 UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The slope of the curve was
taken as a measure of hydrolytic activity. A calibration curve of solutions with
known concentrations of pNP was made to determine the specific hydrolytic
activity of the different types of CalB.

Microchannel modification17
The fused silica capillaries were cleaned by consecutive flushing with acetone,
ultrapure water, 1 M NaOH (1.5 hrs, 0.1 μL.min-1), ultrapure water, 1 M HCl, ultrapure
water and acetone for 20 min at 20 μL.min-1 each unless stated otherwise. After
drying with argon, the capillary was transferred into a glove box (MBraun MB20G,
<0.1 ppm H2O, <0.1 ppm O2) under argon atmosphere and filled with neat 2,2,2trifluoroethyl undec-10-enoate (TFEE). A mask was placed on top of the capillary
leaving 6 cm of capillary uncovered. This remaining part was covered with a fused
quartz microscope slide and irradiated for 10 hrs with two low-pressure mercury
lamps (254 nm, 6.0 mW cm-2, Jelight, USA), which were placed approximately 0.5
cm above the sample. After cleaning the modified surface with petroleum ether
40°/60° and dichloromethane the capillary was filled with 50 μM of an amine
functionalised DNA, which was either DNA-A (for binding with DNA-CalB) or DNAB (for binding with DNA-HRP). The primary amino group of the ssDNA replaces the
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trifluoroethanol group of the activated ester in a carbonyl substitution reaction.
After functionalisation the unreacted DNA was removed by washing consecutively
with PBST (= PBS with 0.1% Tween-20) and PBS for 20 min each at a flow of
10 μL.min-1. The microchannel was now ready for the enzyme immobilisation step.

Enzyme immobilisation, removal and re-hybridisation
A solution of DNA-CalB was flushed through the DNA-modified microchannel at RT
for approximately 30 min. The microchannel was then washed with 0.2 × SSC with
0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). Before storage at 4 °C, the solution was
changed to PBS.
After activity determination the DNA-CalB was removed by washing the system 30
s with 0.1 M NaOH followed by rinsing with 0.2 × SSC + 0.1% Tween-20. No activity
was detected after removal. The system was regenerated by flushing with 3 × SSC
for at least 2 hrs before re-hybridisation with a fresh batch of DNA-CalB. This was
done under the same conditions as the first immobilisation step.
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Activity determination of immobilised DNA-CalB
The activity measurements were analysed by the hydrolysis of pNPB. The substrate
mixture was kept identical to the measurements performed in bulk solution. The
capillary was equilibrated with PBS and 0.1% Triton X-100 prior to use and before
each measurement, the flow was set to 10 μL.min-1 for 5 min before adjusting flow
to the desired speed at 0.5 μL.min-1. The production of pNP was monitored over
time by measuring the absorbance at 405 nm, with the set-up shown in Figure 412.
To determine the converted amount of substrate, a calibration curve was made with
known concentrations of pNP. The measured absorbance was recalculated to
amounts of converted substrate per min per mg of enzyme. The hydrolytic activity
of CalB was defined herein as μmol.min-1.mg-1.

Three-enzyme cascade reaction
The cascade reaction, as shown in was performed using the set-up as described in
paragraph 4.3.6 (Figure 4-12). The patches of enzymes were positioned 10 or 50 cm
apart from each other. The oligo sequences used for the modified capillaries were
H2N-(CH2)6-5’- CCA CGG ACT ACT TCA AAA CTA-3’ for attachment of DNA-CalB
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and H2N-(CH2)6-5’- GTC AAT ACT TAG GTC AAT ACT-3’ for the attachment of DNAHRP following the procedure described above. The reaction was performed in PBS,
with 2 mM Gluc-Ac, 5 mM ABTS and 100 nM GOx. Product formation (ABTS•+) was
monitored by measuring the absorbance at 640 nm. Similar to the measurement
with DNA-CalB, the flow was equilibrated at 10 μL.min-1, before setting the desired
lower flow speed.
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SUMMARY
In the field of Lab-on-a-Chip technology there is a continuous exploration for new
and more efficient methods to perform conventional reactions within a microfluidic
device. Ideally, the whole process from starting material to the purified product is
conducted in one device. Downsizing reactions lowers the use of reagents and
increases the control over the reaction. This can for instance be of interest when
reagents are expensive, or when control over reaction conditions is crucial to
obtain certain products. An example of such a case is when proteins are involved.
Proteins have versatile functionalities, and depending on the type of protein they
can be used for bio-catalysis (enzymes), for affinity assays (antibodies) or as chiral
selector for separation (structural proteins). Immobilisation of these proteins
prevents the need of recovering the proteins from the reaction mixture and allows
one to use them again. However, immobilisation of proteins can hamper their
natural function, due to structural changes or blockage of the binding site.
The research described in this thesis is conducted to find a general method to
immobilise proteins onto a solid support for bio-catalysis and chromatographic
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applications within fused silica microchannels. Special care was taken to ensure
that the natural function of the protein was preserved during the design.
In chapter 2, we explored the use of proteins in chiral chromatography. Bovine
serum albumin (BSA) was immobilised onto an acrylate-based monolith to serve as
chiral selector. Using monoliths as a solid support, a higher surface area was
created whereupon the proteins were attached. The formation of several types of
monolithic protein stationary phases was investigated. However, chiral separation
has yet to be realised.
In the following chapter, a novel surface modification method was investigated for
silicon oxide-based surfaces using a light-induced method. Fluorescent tags were
coupled to the modified surface and covalent attachment was reviewed.
Furthermore, patterning of both flat and curved surfaces was also studied. As an
affinity tag, a single-stranded DNA was immobilised on the well-defined patterned
functional surface. Loading and stripping of the DNA-functionalised microchannels
was studied with fluorescent probes connected to the complementary DNA
strands. Proof-of-principle for the reversibility of this process was demonstrated.
Chapter 4 describes the immobilisation of Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB, also
known as Pseudozyma antarctica lipase B, PalB) on a DNA-modified microchannel.

Enzyme activity of the immobilised enzyme was demonstrated, as well as the
efficiency of the repeated cycles of stripping and reloading of a new batch of
enzymes. Furthermore, two patches of enzymes were made by applying the
method described in chapter three sequentially. However, as the second
modification step showed lower amount of available binding sites, two capillaries
with modified patches were placed in series. Two enzymes, CalB and HRP
(horseradish peroxidase) were attached via their complementary DNA strands to
their assigned patches. These two enzymes were part of a three-enzyme cascade
reaction, CalB being enzyme number one and HRP enzyme number three. The
second enzyme (GOx) was deliberately kept in the mobile phase to monitor its
influence on the reaction efficiency when flow speed and inter-spacial length were
adjusted. Product conversion was successfully measured and showed proof-ofprinciple of this immobilisation technique.
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SAMENVATTING
Op het gebied van Lab-on-a-Chip technologie is men continu op zoek naar nieuwe
en efficiëntere methoden om reacties uit te voeren. In het ideaalbeeld zou een heel
proces van grondstof tot het verkrijgen van een gezuiverd product in één apparaat
uitgevoerd kunnen worden. Miniaturizeren van een reactieproces geeft de
mogelijkheid om het gebruik van reagentia te verlagen en de controle over
reactiecondities te verhogen. Dit is met name interessant wanneer reagentia duur
zijn of waar de reactiecondities cruciaal zijn voor de opbrengst. Een voorbeeld
hiervan is bijvoorbeeld een reactieproces waarbij eiwitten betrokken zijn. Eiwitten
kunnen door hun diversiteit voor verscheidene toepassingen ingezet worden zoals
bio-katalyse (enzymen), affiniteitsassays (antilichamen) of chirale chromatografie
(structuureiwitten). Door deze eiwitten te immobiliseren wordt hergebruik
makkelijker en is verbruik niet meer noodzakelijk. Immobilisatie van zo’n eiwit kan
echter de structuur veranderen of het actieve gedeelte blokkeren waardoor de
natuurlijke werking niet kan plaatsvinden.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft het onderzoek naar een methode om eiwitten op een
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algemene wijze op een vaste drager te immobiliseren die gebruikt kan worden
voor biokatalyse- en chromatografie-applicaties in microkanalen. Hierbij is extra
aandacht schonken aan het behoud van de natuurlijke werking van de gebruikte
eiwitten bij immobilisatie.
Het gebruik van eiwitten voor chirale chromatografie is onderzocht in hoofdstuk 2.
Bovine serum albumine (BSA) is geselecteerd als chirale selector en is
geimmobiliseerd op een acrylaat-gebaseerd monoliet. Dit type monoliet is poreus
en heeft hierdoor een groot oppervlak waarop de eiwitten geimmobiliseerd
kunnen worden. Enkele variaties van deze eiwit-verrijkte stationaire fases en
immobilisatietechnieken worden hier besproken. Chirale scheiding moet echter
nog bewerkstelligd worden.
In het volgende hoofdstuk is een nieuwe methode onderzocht die oppervlaktes
van silicium oxide kan modificeren met behulp van licht. Covalente binding van
moleculen aan deze gemodificeerde oppervlakken is aangetoond met fluorescente
labels. Daarmee zijn patronen gemaakt op vlakke en ronde oppervlakken. Verder is
enkelstrengs DNA geïmmobiliseerd als affiniteitslabel op deze goed gedefiniëerde
en gemodificeerde oppervlakken. Hiermee zijn doelmatig gelabelde complementaire DNA strengen op deze gemodificeerde stukjes vastgezet, waarbij de anders

gelabelde niet-complementaire DNA strengen niet blijven plakken. Gemodificeerde
microkanalen zijn herhaaldelijk beladen met en gestript van de gelabelde
complementaire DNA strengen. Het principe van het hergebruik van met DNA
gemodificeerde oppervlakken is hiermee aangetoond.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de immobilisatie van Candida antarctica lipase B (CalB, ook
wel bekend als Pseudozyma antarctica lipase B, PalB) in een DNA-gemodificeerd
microkanaal. Omzetting van het substraat pNPB door de geimmobiliseerde CalB
toont aan dat dit model de activiteit van het enzym niet dusdanig belemmert zodat
het enzym niet meer werkzaam is. Dezelfde belading- en strip-techniek uit
hoofdstuk 3 kan ook hier worden toegepast. Verder is de licht-geïnduceerde
modificatietechniek

toegepast

om

meerdere

goed

gedefiniëerde

stukjes

microkanaal te functioneren. Het blijkt echter dat het modificeren in opvolgende
wijze bij de tweede modificatiestap een minder goede laag produceert, waardoor
er op het tweede gedeelte minder enzymen vastgezet kunnen worden. Om de
studie naar een drie-enzym cascade-reactie alsnog te mogelijk te maken zijn
daarom twee gemodificeerde capillairen in serie gezet. Hierbij zijn het eerste en
derde enzym van dit cascade-model, CalB en HRP (horseradish peroxidase)
vastgezet op de aangewezen positie via een gekoppelde complementaire DNA
streng. Het tweede enzym (GOx) is bewust in oplossing gehouden om zijn invloed
op de efficiëntie van de reactie te bestuderen wanneer de stroomsnelheden van
het substraat en de afstand tussen de twee geïmmobiliseerde enzymen worden
gevariëerd. De conversie van het substraat kan worden gedetecteerd en hiermee is
aangetoond dat deze immobilisatietechniek gebruikt kan worden om eiwitten
tijdelijk in een microkanaal vast te zetten en te vervangen wanneer dit wenselijk is.
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